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INTRODUCTION TO FULL HIDDEN TALENTS REPORT
Uranus, Neptune & Pluto Milestones
Because you are reading this astrological interpretation, your interest in psychic and spiritual
development is a given. You have experienced some degree of intuition, psychic awareness, or other
extrasensory manifestations, and you want to understand how these talents and abilities operate in
your life. Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto, the outer planets, reflect the multitude of invisible forces that
impinge on your subtle awareness all the time.
Intuition & Insight
Many people believe that intuition is nothing more than a combination of very careful observation,
past experience, and logical thought. They believe that we figure out the most likely future turns of
events in this way. Actually, intuition is a component of mind that first arises on its own, unbidden.
You probably have had hunches that something would happen, and then it did. You didn't ask about
what might happen. You just had the flash, seemingly isolated from other mental activity.
Because intuition is a part of your mental apparatus, and because mind can be trained, intuition can
be trained, or at least you can practice allowing intuition to come. Over time you become more
skilled at noticing intuition at work. You still may not be able to just sit down and say, "Okay, now
I'm going to be intuitive," but some people do achieve this level of ease.
Uranus, the planet associated with intuition, is one of the very best timers of events. You can expect
events involving this planet to occur "right on time."
Psychic Powers
The sensitivity indicated by Neptune in your chart leads to higher spiritual vision, and therefore
demands your attention if you want to uplift your life. So why develop your psychic senses? Because
you benefit on the practical level and you heighten sensitivity to higher spiritual values at the same
time.
Astrology teaches that Neptune is subjective and full of life. Where you find Neptune in your chart,
you find an area of tremendous activity and sensitivity. Neptune points to the area of life where raw
physical desire may be transmuted into an aspiration to understand your own soul's path.
While subjectivity rules where Neptune is concerned, you also find one-pointed, idealistic vision. The
problem, if there is one, is that one-pointed focus necessarily prevents you from perceiving action on
the periphery. Thus you are less able to factor in side issues as you make decisions.
Neptune is a planet of paradox. Neptune's milestones indicate times when you lose touch with the
usual flow of time, experience the illusion of material existence, and transcend illusion through the
synthesis of opposites.
Secret Abilities
According to Alice Bailey, Pluto relates to the solar plexus chakra. No wonder we feel like we have
been punched in the stomach when Pluto makes itself known on our charts! Certainly the first few
times we feel its power, we experience the destructive force of this planet. Along with destruction and
death, however, we also find transformation. Pluto may signal the death of desire or the death of the
personality, but never the death of consciousness. In fact, Pluto indicates times when we mobilize will
and power to gain awareness and understanding.
The truly remarkable moments in your life are all about transformation of your soul and the synthesis
of power and will. You may feel the onset of Pluto's energy months or years in advance of the
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astrological indicators. The effect is rather like the sound and vibration of a freight train coming. You
can hear or feel it long before it is in sight and long after it has passed. You feel conflicts of will
and power long before you are forced to make decisions, and you feel the impact of those decisions
long after you have made them.
Major Milestones of This Period
During the years covered by this interpretation, you experience major milestones in the development
of your understanding and skill in the use of invisible forces. Sometimes, even without your being
consciously aware if them, your abilities grow in magnitude and flexibility. Then when you least
expect it, you find that you have used your "sixth sense" without even thinking about it!
The milestones indicate times when major shifts in intuition, psychic powers and other secret abilities
occur. The aspects in between milestones reveal times to focus on specific talents and issues. You
will begin to see how the influences associated with Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto interweave to direct
your active psychic life!
Neptune semi-square Ascendant, 26 Mar 2004 & 10 Jul 2004 ( 24 Feb 2004 - 17 Aug 2004 )
KEY: creativity is contrary to present visibility
Because you are super impressionable, you benefit from time alone in contemplative practice. It can be yoga,
meditation, or even walking, as long as you choose a relatively risk free environment. It idea is to focus on
your inner being. This is, after all, where your moodiness comes from, and it is where you can achieve greater
calm and peace.
Uranus enters 3rd House, 29 Mar 2004
KEY: learning is changed a notch
Siblings and neighbors can dish out big surprises. This is one place where your intuitive antenna comes in
handy - you can sense the local vibes before trouble starts. Travel can be a big factor. You love being on the
road during this cycle. Intuition helps you to forge ahead into the unknown. Visit places you've never been, and
get into conversations with the people you meet there.
Uranus square Moon, 7 Apr 2004 ( 18 Mar 2004 - 3 May 2004 )
KEY: position moves from present invisibility
You are hyper-alert to the emotional energy around you. This can be challenging because you may not be
interested in the information you are getting, or you may not be in a position to resolve problems or conflicts.
The biggest challenge is to sort out what is important to you, and let the rest go.
Pluto quincunx Uranus, 4 Jul 2004 & 23 Oct 2004 ( 26 May 2004 - 23 Nov 2004 )
KEY: the unexpected is isolated from position
A key to developing any psychic talent lies in your ability to adjust your focus, not by 180 degrees, but by five
degrees. Softening your facial and eye muscles, for example. Relaxes your vision so you can see auras.
Attending to ambient sounds allows you to hear psychic messages.
Salt is a staple compound in psychic work. Divination with salt involves either by tossing it and reading the
pattern where it falls, or by casting it into a fire. Salt can be used to cleanse any of your psychic tools - simply
cover the tool in salt and leave it overnight to withdraw undesired psychic energy from the tool.
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Uranus square Moon, 17 Aug 2004 ( 19 Jul 2004 - 12 Sep 2004 )
KEY: position moves from present invisibility
You are hyper-alert to the emotional energy around you. This can be challenging because you may not be
interested in the information you are getting, or you may not be in a position to resolve problems or conflicts.
The biggest challenge is to sort out what is important to you, and let the rest go.
Neptune semi-square Ascendant, 24 Jan 2005 ( 27 Dec 2004 - 20 Feb 2005 )
KEY: creativity is contrary to present visibility
Because you are super impressionable, you benefit from time alone in contemplative practice. It can be yoga,
meditation, or even walking, as long as you choose a relatively risk free environment. It idea is to focus on
your inner being. This is, after all, where your moodiness comes from, and it is where you can achieve greater
calm and peace.
Pluto semi-sextile Mars, 26 Jan 2005 & 29 May 2005 ( 28 Dec 2004 - 7 Jul 2005 )
KEY: the unexpected put with activation
A sure learning process for you involves exerting your power and will without controls, and then experiencing
the consequences. You quickly discover that you can reserve most of your power and still achieve the desired
result. Ave it for when you need to move a mountain!
You may want to try divination from fingernails. You could do it the hard way and use clippings, or you could
pay attention to impressions about what people's fingernails suggest as they move and use their hands.
Uranus square Moon, 28 Jan 2005 ( 8 Jan 2005 - 15 Feb 2005 )
KEY: position moves from present invisibility
You are hyper-alert to the emotional energy around you. This can be challenging because you may not be
interested in the information you are getting, or you may not be in a position to resolve problems or conflicts.
The biggest challenge is to sort out what is important to you, and let the rest go.
Pluto semi-square Venus, 5 Feb 2005 & 17 May 2005 ( 4 Jan 2005 - 26 Jun 2005 )
KEY: the unexpected is contrary to togetherness
The intensity of psychic magnetism creates stress in your life, particularly where love is concerned. Passions
build within you and seek active outlets. One avenue of expression involves music and the arts. Healing
provides another alternative.
You find that certain odors in the environment trigger your psychic senses. You may be able to tell whole
stories about people who have occupied the space, or objects that have rested there. The odor may be totally
imperceptible to others, although you may find they smell pretty much what you smell.
Pluto semi-sextile North Node, 8 Feb 2005 & 14 May 2005 ( 6 Jan 2005 - 23 Jun 2005 )
KEY: the unexpected put with invisibility
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Even short-term associations can spur you to resolve karmic issues, so pay attention to casual meetings. Use
your psychic perceptions to identify the core meaning or destiny in each encounter.
Telepathy, a staple on everyone's list of psychic talents, requires openness to psychic energy flowing around
you. Do you answer the phone, knowing who is calling? That is one form of telepathy. Partners of all kinds
learn to anticipate each other's thoughts and desires.
Pluto semi-square Sun, 11 Feb 2005 & 11 May 2005 ( 8 Jan 2005 - 21 Jun 2005 )
KEY: the unexpected is contrary to visibility
You experience irrational thoughts and feelings as your secret abilities emerge. To regain your sense of
balance, study the four basic elements - fire, earth, air, and water - and learn how each element functions best
for your healing methods. The better you understand your inner guides, the greater your healing capacity.
You have the potential to sense various kinds of radiation from the earth, objects, animals or people. One use
of this ability is dowsing - using a stick or pendulum to find water or metals in the earth.
Pluto semi-square Saturn, 13 Feb 2005 & 9 May 2005 ( 10 Jan 2005 - 19 Jun 2005 )
KEY: the unexpected is contrary to alignment
You may feel that other people prevent you from gaining the degree of success you seek. Pay attention to the
psychic links to others, and you will discover that some of what you feel is actually other people's psychic
output.
You can gain understanding of the psychic flows around you by sinking psychic roots from your body down
into the earth to perceive the nature of your surroundings. Just imagine roots growing from your feet into the
earth, and follow here they take you.
Pluto trine Pluto, 18 Feb 2005 & 3 May 2005 ( 13 Jan 2005 - 15 Jun 2005 )
KEY: the unexpected connects to the unexpected
MILESTONE: Secret Abilities Function without Strain
At this time your will and power can be successfully directed to whatever secret ability you choose. Choose
wisely, as the repercussions of destructive activities could be very hard to overcome later. You understand
social trends and how people think, and this gives you a natural ability to persuade people through your own
voice, or through marketing or advertising media. You perceive the natural psychic forces in play around you
and you know how to bend them to your will. This is a good time to open your heart and mind to spiritual
matters or to emerging technologies.
Many people fear snakes. You, however, can overcome this feeling and use the hypnotic movement and
appearance of snakes to strengthen your psychic insight.
Neptune trine Jupiter, 20 Mar 2005 & 22 Jul 2005 ( 19 Feb 2005 - 29 Aug 2005 )
KEY: creativity connects to expansion
You feel life deeply and enjoy the pursuit of spiritual or metaphysical problems. Openness to subtle influences
allows you to perceive and take advantage of psychic impressions. Although you tend to be overly generous, in
general you pursue idealistic goals and develop your compassionate nature successfully. You make gains
easily, both in material ways and in your psychic growth and development.
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Uranus semi-sextile Venus, 4 Apr 2005 ( 16 Mar 2005 - 27 Apr 2005 )
KEY: position put with togetherness
Love is aroused. You feel it coming and respond to the rhythm of your heart. This love can be like the rose - it
has great beauty, and it also has thorny obstacles or side effects. You may re-experience the blooming of love
with your current partner.
Uranus semi-square North Node, 6 Apr 2005 ( 18 Mar 2005 - 30 Apr 2005 )
KEY: position is contrary to invisibility
Your challenges involve managing the abrupt changes that life throws at you. Intuition is perhaps your very
most refined tool, or at least it can be refined so you know what is coming and can plan for the most difficult
things. One advantage is that you sometimes are past the most profound emotional reactions before events
occur, and thus you can help others who do not have this capacity.
Uranus semi-sextile Sun, 7 Apr 2005 ( 19 Mar 2005 - 1 May 2005 )
KEY: position put with visibility
Excitability can lead to situations in which you have a lot to gain, but the price is rather high. You can become
so anxious that you don't enjoy whatever glory comes your way. Sometimes your bright ideas get you labeled
as a troublemaker.
Uranus trine Saturn, 8 Apr 2005 ( 20 Mar 2005 - 3 May 2005 )
KEY: position connects to alignment
You are able to cope with every situation that comes your way. You develop perseverance as you gain
experience. Intuition helps you to find your personal rhythms and stick to them. There is likelihood of some
irritability in the midst of crises.
Neptune quintile Moon, 12 Apr 2005 & 27 Jun 2005 ( 6 Mar 2005 - 8 Aug 2005 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from present invisibility
All your creative talents are enhanced as you develop psychic awareness. Artistic works are enriched by subtle
understanding of your awareness and the sensitivities of your audience. Your psychic skills increase as you
express what you are perceiving.
Neptune trine MidHeaven, 23 Apr 2005 & 15 Jun 2005 ( 12 Mar 2005 - 31 Jul 2005 )
In spite of underlying insecurity about your present and future, you manage to devote your attention to future
goals. Although not much progress is made on the surface, you develop the basis for powerful future success
internally. Act like you are on the right path because you are, even if outward signs don't reflect this fact.
Choose your mentors and resources carefully. Avoid Johnny come lately psychics or people who seem to be in
the psychic arts only for the money.
Uranus trine Saturn, 25 Aug 2005 ( 28 Jul 2005 - 20 Sep 2005 )
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KEY: position connects to alignment
You are able to cope with every situation that comes your way. You develop perseverance as you gain
experience. Intuition helps you to find your personal rhythms and stick to them. There is likelihood of some
irritability in the midst of crises.
Uranus semi-sextile Sun, 26 Aug 2005 ( 30 Jul 2005 - 21 Sep 2005 )
KEY: position put with visibility
Excitability can lead to situations in which you have a lot to gain, but the price is rather high. You can become
so anxious that you don't enjoy whatever glory comes your way. Sometimes your bright ideas get you labeled
as a troublemaker.
Uranus semi-square North Node, 28 Aug 2005 ( 1 Aug 2005 - 23 Sep 2005 )
KEY: position is contrary to invisibility
Your challenges involve managing the abrupt changes that life throws at you. Intuition is perhaps your very
most refined tool, or at least it can be refined so you know what is coming and can plan for the most difficult
things. One advantage is that you sometimes are past the most profound emotional reactions before events
occur, and thus you can help others who do not have this capacity.
Uranus semi-sextile Venus, 30 Aug 2005 ( 3 Aug 2005 - 25 Sep 2005 )
KEY: position put with togetherness
Love is aroused. You feel it coming and respond to the rhythm of your heart. This love can be like the rose - it
has great beauty, and it also has thorny obstacles or side effects. You may re-experience the blooming of love
with your current partner.
Pluto semi-sextile Mars, 26 Nov 2005 ( 26 Oct 2005 - 23 Dec 2005 )
KEY: the unexpected put with activation
A sure learning process for you involves exerting your power and will without controls, and then experiencing
the consequences. You quickly discover that you can reserve most of your power and still achieve the desired
result. Ave it for when you need to move a mountain!
You may want to try divination from fingernails. You could do it the hard way and use clippings, or you could
pay attention to impressions about what people's fingernails suggest as they move and use their hands.
Pluto semi-square Venus, 4 Dec 2005 ( 4 Nov 2005 - 31 Dec 2005 )
KEY: the unexpected is contrary to togetherness
The intensity of psychic magnetism creates stress in your life, particularly where love is concerned. Passions
build within you and seek active outlets. One avenue of expression involves music and the arts. Healing
provides another alternative.
You find that certain odors in the environment trigger your psychic senses. You may be able to tell whole
stories about people who have occupied the space, or objects that have rested there. The odor may be totally
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imperceptible to others, although you may find they smell pretty much what you smell.
Pluto semi-sextile North Node, 6 Dec 2005 ( 7 Nov 2005 - 2 Jan 2006 )
KEY: the unexpected put with invisibility
Even short-term associations can spur you to resolve karmic issues, so pay attention to casual meetings. Use
your psychic perceptions to identify the core meaning or destiny in each encounter.
Telepathy, a staple on everyone's list of psychic talents, requires openness to psychic energy flowing around
you. Do you answer the phone, knowing who is calling? That is one form of telepathy. Partners of all kinds
learn to anticipate each other's thoughts and desires.
Pluto semi-square Sun, 7 Dec 2005 ( 9 Nov 2005 - 3 Jan 2006 )
KEY: the unexpected is contrary to visibility
You experience irrational thoughts and feelings as your secret abilities emerge. To regain your sense of
balance, study the four basic elements - fire, earth, air, and water - and learn how each element functions best
for your healing methods. The better you understand your inner guides, the greater your healing capacity.
You have the potential to sense various kinds of radiation from the earth, objects, animals or people. One use
of this ability is dowsing - using a stick or pendulum to find water or metals in the earth.
Pluto semi-square Saturn, 9 Dec 2005 ( 10 Nov 2005 - 5 Jan 2006 )
KEY: the unexpected is contrary to alignment
You may feel that other people prevent you from gaining the degree of success you seek. Pay attention to the
psychic links to others, and you will discover that some of what you feel is actually other people's psychic
output.
You can gain understanding of the psychic flows around you by sinking psychic roots from your body down
into the earth to perceive the nature of your surroundings. Just imagine roots growing from your feet into the
earth, and follow here they take you.
Pluto trine Pluto, 12 Dec 2005 ( 14 Nov 2005 - 8 Jan 2006 )
KEY: the unexpected connects to the unexpected
MILESTONE: Secret Abilities Function without Strain
At this time your will and power can be successfully directed to whatever secret ability you choose. Choose
wisely, as the repercussions of destructive activities could be very hard to overcome later. You understand
social trends and how people think, and this gives you a natural ability to persuade people through your own
voice, or through marketing or advertising media. You perceive the natural psychic forces in play around you
and you know how to bend them to your will. This is a good time to open your heart and mind to spiritual
matters or to emerging technologies.
Many people fear snakes. You, however, can overcome this feeling and use the hypnotic movement and
appearance of snakes to strengthen your psychic insight.
Neptune trine Jupiter, 20 Jan 2006 ( 21 Dec 2005 - 16 Feb 2006 )
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KEY: creativity connects to expansion
You feel life deeply and enjoy the pursuit of spiritual or metaphysical problems. Openness to subtle influences
allows you to perceive and take advantage of psychic impressions. Although you tend to be overly generous, in
general you pursue idealistic goals and develop your compassionate nature successfully. You make gains
easily, both in material ways and in your psychic growth and development.
Uranus semi-sextile Venus, 26 Jan 2006 ( 4 Jan 2006 - 14 Feb 2006 )
KEY: position put with togetherness
Love is aroused. You feel it coming and respond to the rhythm of your heart. This love can be like the rose - it
has great beauty, and it also has thorny obstacles or side effects. You may re-experience the blooming of love
with your current partner.
Uranus semi-square North Node, 28 Jan 2006 ( 6 Jan 2006 - 15 Feb 2006 )
KEY: position is contrary to invisibility
Your challenges involve managing the abrupt changes that life throws at you. Intuition is perhaps your very
most refined tool, or at least it can be refined so you know what is coming and can plan for the most difficult
things. One advantage is that you sometimes are past the most profound emotional reactions before events
occur, and thus you can help others who do not have this capacity.
Uranus semi-sextile Sun, 29 Jan 2006 ( 8 Jan 2006 - 16 Feb 2006 )
KEY: position put with visibility
Excitability can lead to situations in which you have a lot to gain, but the price is rather high. You can become
so anxious that you don't enjoy whatever glory comes your way. Sometimes your bright ideas get you labeled
as a troublemaker.
Uranus trine Saturn, 30 Jan 2006 ( 9 Jan 2006 - 17 Feb 2006 )
KEY: position connects to alignment
You are able to cope with every situation that comes your way. You develop perseverance as you gain
experience. Intuition helps you to find your personal rhythms and stick to them. There is likelihood of some
irritability in the midst of crises.
Neptune quintile Moon, 4 Feb 2006 ( 8 Jan 2006 - 3 Mar 2006 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from present invisibility
All your creative talents are enhanced as you develop psychic awareness. Artistic works are enriched by subtle
understanding of your awareness and the sensitivities of your audience. Your psychic skills increase as you
express what you are perceiving.
Pluto sextile Neptune, 6 Feb 2006 & 22 May 2006 ( 5 Jan 2006 - 30 Jun 2006 )
KEY: the unexpected networks with creativity
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Entire generations born during the Twentieth Century have this astrological connection in their birth charts.
The single most evident expression of this aspect is widespread interest in astrology, Tarot, Magick, and the
occult.
Remember when you would look at the clouds and see animals or faces in them? Clouds can be a focus for
your divination ability too. Look at them and 'imagine' what they mean. You will find they speak truly!
Neptune trine MidHeaven, 9 Feb 2006 ( 13 Jan 2006 - 9 Mar 2006 )
In spite of underlying insecurity about your present and future, you manage to devote your attention to future
goals. Although not much progress is made on the surface, you develop the basis for powerful future success
internally. Act like you are on the right path because you are, even if outward signs don't reflect this fact.
Choose your mentors and resources carefully. Avoid Johnny come lately psychics or people who seem to be in
the psychic arts only for the money.
Uranus quintile Ascendant, 18 Mar 2006 ( 28 Feb 2006 - 6 Apr 2006 )
KEY: position is isolated from present visibility
Your intuitive understanding of materials and methods results in the production of creative details to enhance
your work. You are able to facilitate the work of others smoothly and effectively, and your own work flows
quickly to completion.
Neptune conjunct Mercury, 2 Apr 2006 & 13 Jul 2006 ( 1 Mar 2006 - 20 Aug 2006 )
KEY: creativity combines with communication
You occasionally feel that you have completely lost your ability to sort out the facts and understand situations.
The lack of clarity is actually caused by significant shifts in your consciousness - more specifically, your
subconscious. As you learn how to pay attention to any rumblings and strange impressions, you refine your
psychic awareness.
Pluto trine Pluto, 19 Aug 2006 & 20 Sep 2006 ( 27 Jun 2006 - 8 Nov 2006 )
KEY: the unexpected connects to the unexpected
MILESTONE: Secret Abilities Function without Strain
At this time your will and power can be successfully directed to whatever secret ability you choose. Choose
wisely, as the repercussions of destructive activities could be very hard to overcome later. You understand
social trends and how people think, and this gives you a natural ability to persuade people through your own
voice, or through marketing or advertising media. You perceive the natural psychic forces in play around you
and you know how to bend them to your will. This is a good time to open your heart and mind to spiritual
matters or to emerging technologies.
Many people fear snakes. You, however, can overcome this feeling and use the hypnotic movement and
appearance of snakes to strengthen your psychic insight.
Neptune trine MidHeaven, 21 Sep 2006 & 4 Dec 2006 ( 11 Aug 2006 - 9 Jan 2007 )
In spite of underlying insecurity about your present and future, you manage to devote your attention to future
goals. Although not much progress is made on the surface, you develop the basis for powerful future success
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internally. Act like you are on the right path because you are, even if outward signs don't reflect this fact.
Choose your mentors and resources carefully. Avoid Johnny come lately psychics or people who seem to be in
the psychic arts only for the money.
Neptune quintile Moon, 3 Oct 2006 & 23 Nov 2006 ( 18 Aug 2006 - 3 Jan 2007 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from present invisibility
All your creative talents are enhanced as you develop psychic awareness. Artistic works are enriched by subtle
understanding of your awareness and the sensitivities of your audience. Your psychic skills increase as you
express what you are perceiving.
Uranus quintile Ascendant, 3 Oct 2006 & 4 Jan 2007 ( 7 Sep 2006 - 28 Jan 2007 )
KEY: position is isolated from present visibility
Your intuitive understanding of materials and methods results in the production of creative details to enhance
your work. You are able to facilitate the work of others smoothly and effectively, and your own work flows
quickly to completion.
Pluto sextile Neptune, 5 Dec 2006 ( 6 Nov 2006 - 1 Jan 2007 )
KEY: the unexpected networks with creativity
Entire generations born during the Twentieth Century have this astrological connection in their birth charts.
The single most evident expression of this aspect is widespread interest in astrology, Tarot, Magick, and the
occult.
Remember when you would look at the clouds and see animals or faces in them? Clouds can be a focus for
your divination ability too. Look at them and 'imagine' what they mean. You will find they speak truly!
Neptune conjunct Mercury, 30 Jan 2007 ( 2 Jan 2007 - 26 Feb 2007 )
KEY: creativity combines with communication
You occasionally feel that you have completely lost your ability to sort out the facts and understand situations.
The lack of clarity is actually caused by significant shifts in your consciousness - more specifically, your
subconscious. As you learn how to pay attention to any rumblings and strange impressions, you refine your
psychic awareness.
Neptune quincunx Uranus, 2 Mar 2007 ( 3 Feb 2007 - 2 Apr 2007 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from position
It's important to maintain the flow of psychic energy through and around you. When the flow slows down too
much, you feel strangely weak or inclined to peculiar thoughts. Remember, the energy source is limitless, and
you need not feel weakened or drained when you use it.
Uranus square Jupiter, 10 Apr 2007 ( 22 Mar 2007 - 3 May 2007 )
KEY: position moves from expansion
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You natural intuition creates lucky breaks. You tend to exaggerate your consistently optimistic views of life.
You may want to learn how to extract yourself from philosophical arguments that you cannot win.
Uranus quincunx MidHeaven, 27 Apr 2007 ( 5 Apr 2007 - 28 May 2007 )
Intuition tells you when you need to make adjustments in your thinking and activities. Usually you only need
to make small shifts. Occasionally the changes will be more dramatic. Even then, you don't have to change
everything in your life to regain your previous comfort level.
Uranus quincunx MidHeaven, 22 Aug 2007 ( 20 Jul 2007 - 17 Sep 2007 )
Intuition tells you when you need to make adjustments in your thinking and activities. Usually you only need
to make small shifts. Occasionally the changes will be more dramatic. Even then, you don't have to change
everything in your life to regain your previous comfort level.
Neptune quincunx Uranus, 25 Aug 2007 ( 18 Jul 2007 - 16 Oct 2007 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from position
It's important to maintain the flow of psychic energy through and around you. When the flow slows down too
much, you feel strangely weak or inclined to peculiar thoughts. Remember, the energy source is limitless, and
you need not feel weakened or drained when you use it.
Uranus square Jupiter, 11 Sep 2007 ( 16 Aug 2007 - 7 Oct 2007 )
KEY: position moves from expansion
You natural intuition creates lucky breaks. You tend to exaggerate your consistently optimistic views of life.
You may want to learn how to extract yourself from philosophical arguments that you cannot win.
Neptune quincunx Uranus, 2 Jan 2008 ( 16 Nov 2007 - 31 Jan 2008 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from position
It's important to maintain the flow of psychic energy through and around you. When the flow slows down too
much, you feel strangely weak or inclined to peculiar thoughts. Remember, the energy source is limitless, and
you need not feel weakened or drained when you use it.
Pluto quintile MidHeaven, 8 Jan 2008 ( 12 Dec 2007 - 9 Feb 2008 )
Self-awareness is the key to increasing your psychic powers. When you don't pay attention, you can become
flooded with other people's random psychic energy. When you focus, you can use your own energies more
effectively, and better still, you can harness ambient psychic energy for healing and other purposes.
Faith healing is a power that depends to some degree on the compliance of the 'patient.' You are capable of
both convincing others that you have this healing power, and also laying on of hands to heal another person.
Reiki and Ki healing are examples.
Pluto conjunct Ascendant, 16 Jan 2008 ( 19 Dec 2007 - 20 Feb 2008 )
KEY: the unexpected combines with present visibility
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Power and authority provide the foundation for your personal processes. A major rebirth is possible for you
through cultivation of your psychic talents. However, the concept of secret abilities is probably out the door, as
your talents will be quite visible.
Your awareness of the space around you includes the ability to sense what others will do next. Knowing what
an opponent's next move will be is a major benefit in business or on the street
Pluto enters 1st House, 16 Jan 2008
KEY: self is unexpected
Rumblings from your subconscious now provide fodder for personal action. You have the power and strength
to provide beneficial leadership by direct psychic means or by applying what your powers have revealed about
others. Facilitate the work of others with as light a touch as possible. Others may not share your high energy
levels.
Pluto enters Capricorn, 26 Jan 2008
KEY: leadership or patriotism is unexpected
Earlier experiences of Pluto in Capricorn included ambitious travel, conquest, reform, and invention. You may
not change the course of religions or think up the next paradigm shift, but you can seek bigger and brighter
personal horizons by setting ambitious goals and then focusing o how to achieve them during this period. Pluto
is in Capricorn for about sixteen years. Use this time wisely in the pursuit of power, including psychic power.
You can seek bigger and brighter personal horizons by setting ambitious goals and then focusing on how to
achieve them during this period. Psychic talents come in handy for figuring out what your employer or other
powerful figure wants. Then you can utilize your secret abilities to fulfill not only your own wishes, but the
wishes of associates as well.
Uranus square Jupiter, 1 Feb 2008 ( 9 Jan 2008 - 20 Feb 2008 )
KEY: position moves from expansion
You natural intuition creates lucky breaks. You tend to exaggerate your consistently optimistic views of life.
You may want to learn how to extract yourself from philosophical arguments that you cannot win.
Uranus quincunx MidHeaven, 16 Feb 2008 ( 27 Jan 2008 - 4 Mar 2008 )
Intuition tells you when you need to make adjustments in your thinking and activities. Usually you only need
to make small shifts. Occasionally the changes will be more dramatic. Even then, you don't have to change
everything in your life to regain your previous comfort level.
Uranus semi-sextile Mercury, 17 Mar 2008 ( 29 Feb 2008 - 4 Apr 2008 )
KEY: position put with communication
When you get too many metaphorical irons in the fire, you will very likely get burned. When you are listening
to your intuitive voice, you find that you can feel the heat well before you touch something that is too hot to
handle.
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Neptune square Mars, 6 Apr 2008 & 18 Jul 2008 ( 5 Mar 2008 - 25 Aug 2008 )
KEY: creativity moves from activation
Shortsighted planning poses big challenges for you. In addition, low physical and emotional energy levels
sometimes prevent you from accomplishing everything you imagine and desire. In short, you have great ideas
and lack the physical resources to see them through, at least in the sort term. Keep notes about your ideas, as
they may come to fruition later when inspiration motivates you.
Uranus trine Uranus, 7 Apr 2008 ( 20 Mar 2008 - 28 Apr 2008 )
KEY: position connects to position
MILESTONE: FREEDOM AND INTUITIVE JUDGMENT
This milestone at about age 28, although not necessarily evident externally, marks a period when you exert
your independence is new ways. You make major decisions completely on your own, using past experience
and expectations of the future in equal measure. If you are working at optimum levels, you now allow your
intuition to show you a path forward, and you use your life experience and concrete knowledge to evaluate
your decisions before taking irrevocable action.
Later, at about age 56, you have another period during which your intuition strengthens and becomes a more
power ally. Based on previous success, you now listen to the inner voice more easily. You sense the right path
for yourself, even if you can't explain your actions to others easily. You may find that you can remain in the
flow of diverse activities more easily. Writing, artistic pursuits, and applications of your knowledge base to
career interests all fall into place more easily now.
Neptune semi-sextile North Node, 22 Apr 2008 & 30 Jun 2008 ( 15 Mar 2008 - 12 Aug 2008 )
KEY: creativity put with invisibility
Your psychic abilities begin inside your physical body and extend out. Thus you can gain clarity by learning to
sense what is happening right next to your skin. Then reach out with your mind into the immediate
environment. You'll be amazed at the answers you find quite close at hand. Understand your psychic impulses
first, then you will understand other people.
Neptune opposition Pluto, 7 May 2008 & 14 Jun 2008 ( 22 Mar 2008 - 4 Aug 2008 )
KEY: creativity opposes the unexpected
Awareness of anything supernatural is possible. You may have fantastic ideas that at first you choose to
disregard. You may be attracted to some eccentric plans or schemes that a year later seem too weird to even
consider. On the other hand, you also gain profound insight into clairvoyant or other psychic talents, and what
you learn now puts you leaps and bounds ahead of the pack. Take the time to organize your impressions, study
your dreams, and meditate to help clear your mind so you can realize and manifest the truth.
Pluto conjunct Ascendant, 26 Jun 2008 ( 15 May 2008 - 12 Aug 2008 )
KEY: the unexpected combines with present visibility
Power and authority provide the foundation for your personal processes. A major rebirth is possible for you
through cultivation of your psychic talents. However, the concept of secret abilities is probably out the door, as
your talents will be quite visible.
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Your awareness of the space around you includes the ability to sense what others will do next. Knowing what
an opponent's next move will be is a major benefit in business or on the street
Pluto quintile MidHeaven, 7 Jul 2008 & 8 Nov 2008 ( 28 May 2008 - 8 Dec 2008 )
Self-awareness is the key to increasing your psychic powers. When you don't pay attention, you can become
flooded with other people's random psychic energy. When you focus, you can use your own energies more
effectively, and better still, you can harness ambient psychic energy for healing and other purposes.
Faith healing is a power that depends to some degree on the compliance of the 'patient.' You are capable of
both convincing others that you have this healing power, and also laying on of hands to heal another person.
Reiki and Ki healing are examples.
Uranus trine Uranus, 22 Sep 2008 ( 27 Aug 2008 - 20 Oct 2008 )
KEY: position connects to position
MILESTONE: FREEDOM AND INTUITIVE JUDGMENT
This milestone at about age 28, although not necessarily evident externally, marks a period when you exert
your independence is new ways. You make major decisions completely on your own, using past experience
and expectations of the future in equal measure. If you are working at optimum levels, you now allow your
intuition to show you a path forward, and you use your life experience and concrete knowledge to evaluate
your decisions before taking irrevocable action.
Later, at about age 56, you have another period during which your intuition strengthens and becomes a more
power ally. Based on previous success, you now listen to the inner voice more easily. You sense the right path
for yourself, even if you can't explain your actions to others easily. You may find that you can remain in the
flow of diverse activities more easily. Writing, artistic pursuits, and applications of your knowledge base to
career interests all fall into place more easily now.
Uranus semi-sextile Mercury, 26 Oct 2008 & 28 Dec 2008 ( 26 Sep 2008 - 25 Jan 2009 )
KEY: position put with communication
When you get too many metaphorical irons in the fire, you will very likely get burned. When you are listening
to your intuitive voice, you find that you can feel the heat well before you touch something that is too hot to
handle.
Pluto conjunct Ascendant, 17 Nov 2008 ( 6 Oct 2008 - 16 Dec 2008 )
KEY: the unexpected combines with present visibility
Power and authority provide the foundation for your personal processes. A major rebirth is possible for you
through cultivation of your psychic talents. However, the concept of secret abilities is probably out the door, as
your talents will be quite visible.
Your awareness of the space around you includes the ability to sense what others will do next. Knowing what
an opponent's next move will be is a major benefit in business or on the street
Uranus trine Uranus, 29 Jan 2009 ( 3 Jan 2009 - 18 Feb 2009 )
KEY: position connects to position
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MILESTONE: FREEDOM AND INTUITIVE JUDGMENT
This milestone at about age 28, although not necessarily evident externally, marks a period when you exert
your independence is new ways. You make major decisions completely on your own, using past experience
and expectations of the future in equal measure. If you are working at optimum levels, you now allow your
intuition to show you a path forward, and you use your life experience and concrete knowledge to evaluate
your decisions before taking irrevocable action.
Later, at about age 56, you have another period during which your intuition strengthens and becomes a more
power ally. Based on previous success, you now listen to the inner voice more easily. You sense the right path
for yourself, even if you can't explain your actions to others easily. You may find that you can remain in the
flow of diverse activities more easily. Writing, artistic pursuits, and applications of your knowledge base to
career interests all fall into place more easily now.
Neptune square Mars, 3 Feb 2009 ( 5 Jan 2009 - 1 Mar 2009 )
KEY: creativity moves from activation
Shortsighted planning poses big challenges for you. In addition, low physical and emotional energy levels
sometimes prevent you from accomplishing everything you imagine and desire. In short, you have great ideas
and lack the physical resources to see them through, at least in the sort term. Keep notes about your ideas, as
they may come to fruition later when inspiration motivates you.
Neptune semi-sextile North Node, 12 Feb 2009 ( 16 Jan 2009 - 11 Mar 2009 )
KEY: creativity put with invisibility
Your psychic abilities begin inside your physical body and extend out. Thus you can gain clarity by learning to
sense what is happening right next to your skin. Then reach out with your mind into the immediate
environment. You'll be amazed at the answers you find quite close at hand. Understand your psychic impulses
first, then you will understand other people.
Neptune opposition Pluto, 18 Feb 2009 ( 22 Jan 2009 - 17 Mar 2009 )
KEY: creativity opposes the unexpected
Awareness of anything supernatural is possible. You may have fantastic ideas that at first you choose to
disregard. You may be attracted to some eccentric plans or schemes that a year later seem too weird to even
consider. On the other hand, you also gain profound insight into clairvoyant or other psychic talents, and what
you learn now puts you leaps and bounds ahead of the pack. Take the time to organize your impressions, study
your dreams, and meditate to help clear your mind so you can realize and manifest the truth.
Uranus trine Mars, 30 Mar 2009 ( 12 Mar 2009 - 18 Apr 2009 )
KEY: position connects to activation
Your extraordinary energy level is reflected in your rate of work and success level. You use your intuition as
readily other people use physical strength. You seek independence and tend to act prematurely.
Uranus semi-square Venus, 4 Apr 2009 ( 17 Mar 2009 - 23 Apr 2009 )
KEY: position is contrary to togetherness
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You stress out in romantic situations. You may invite a side squeeze into your life. Then you feel awful when
your main squeeze finds out. Your intuition could, instead, show you when to approach your lover to get the
most out of each intimate encounter.
Uranus sextile North Node, 5 Apr 2009 ( 18 Mar 2009 - 25 Apr 2009 )
KEY: position networks with invisibility
As you tune into your intuition, you also tune into the natural rhythms of your life. You are able to identify and
grasp the most promising opportunities, and you tend to focus on future results rather than immediate
gratification. You are the person that people want on the planning team, as you sense the bumps in the road and
handle them in advance.
Uranus semi-square Sun, 6 Apr 2009 ( 19 Mar 2009 - 26 Apr 2009 )
KEY: position is contrary to visibility
Inner tension causes physical symptoms. Any rhythmic body function can be affected, such as digestion or
heart rhythm. Meditation and physical exercise help to get your system back on track. Massage to relieve
muscle tension is helpful too.
Uranus quincunx Pluto, 9 Apr 2009 ( 22 Mar 2009 - 30 Apr 2009 )
KEY: position is isolated from the unexpected
Transformation is an integral part of your experience. The old way of approaching life no longer suits you, and
you employ intuitive insight to make significant changes. Although great effort is involved in this process, the
results are magnificent. You must make adjustments to get the benefits.
Neptune trine Neptune, 19 Apr 2009 & 8 Jul 2009 ( 15 Mar 2009 - 18 Aug 2009 )
KEY: creativity connects to creativity
MILESTONE: SEEKING SPIRITUAL ANSWERS
You enter a period when your spiritual life reaches a peak. Conditions around you may relax in unexplained
ways. Often this occurs because you have grown into your psychic talents and you are comfortably able to rely
on them for information.
In addition, you may realize that the non-material side of life is at least as important as the obvious benefits of
physical security and comfort. The paradox at this milestone is that you feel certain your ideals are worth
fighting for, and at the same time you are more realistic about what the material world has to offer.
This and later milestones could signal health problems that are difficult to diagnose. You may both consult
traditional physicians and attune to your own body to gather the healing resources you need.
Uranus quincunx Neptune, 24 May 2009 & 8 Aug 2009 ( 28 Apr 2009 - 6 Sep 2009 )
KEY: position is isolated from creativity
You are susceptible to drugs and alcohol. Any chemical in your system can cause weird thoughts, and can
warp your intuitive insight. Less is definitely better if you want your intuition to come through loud and clear.
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Neptune opposition Pluto, 23 Sep 2009 & 15 Dec 2009 ( 15 Aug 2009 - 18 Jan 2010 )
KEY: creativity opposes the unexpected
Awareness of anything supernatural is possible. You may have fantastic ideas that at first you choose to
disregard. You may be attracted to some eccentric plans or schemes that a year later seem too weird to even
consider. On the other hand, you also gain profound insight into clairvoyant or other psychic talents, and what
you learn now puts you leaps and bounds ahead of the pack. Take the time to organize your impressions, study
your dreams, and meditate to help clear your mind so you can realize and manifest the truth.
Uranus quincunx Pluto, 29 Sep 2009 ( 4 Sep 2009 - 29 Oct 2009 )
KEY: position is isolated from the unexpected
Transformation is an integral part of your experience. The old way of approaching life no longer suits you, and
you employ intuitive insight to make significant changes. Although great effort is involved in this process, the
results are magnificent. You must make adjustments to get the benefits.
Uranus semi-square Sun, 3 Oct 2009 ( 8 Sep 2009 - 5 Nov 2009 )
KEY: position is contrary to visibility
Inner tension causes physical symptoms. Any rhythmic body function can be affected, such as digestion or
heart rhythm. Meditation and physical exercise help to get your system back on track. Massage to relieve
muscle tension is helpful too.
Uranus sextile North Node, 5 Oct 2009 ( 10 Sep 2009 - 8 Nov 2009 )
KEY: position networks with invisibility
As you tune into your intuition, you also tune into the natural rhythms of your life. You are able to identify and
grasp the most promising opportunities, and you tend to focus on future results rather than immediate
gratification. You are the person that people want on the planning team, as you sense the bumps in the road and
handle them in advance.
Neptune semi-sextile North Node, 6 Oct 2009 & 3 Dec 2009 ( 23 Aug 2009 - 12 Jan 2010 )
KEY: creativity put with invisibility
Your psychic abilities begin inside your physical body and extend out. Thus you can gain clarity by learning to
sense what is happening right next to your skin. Then reach out with your mind into the immediate
environment. You'll be amazed at the answers you find quite close at hand. Understand your psychic impulses
first, then you will understand other people.
Uranus semi-square Venus, 7 Oct 2009 ( 11 Sep 2009 - 12 Nov 2009 )
KEY: position is contrary to togetherness
You stress out in romantic situations. You may invite a side squeeze into your life. Then you feel awful when
your main squeeze finds out. Your intuition could, instead, show you when to approach your lover to get the
most out of each intimate encounter.
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Uranus trine Mars, 15 Oct 2009 & 16 Jan 2010 ( 18 Sep 2009 - 8 Feb 2010 )
KEY: position connects to activation
Your extraordinary energy level is reflected in your rate of work and success level. You use your intuition as
readily other people use physical strength. You seek independence and tend to act prematurely.
Uranus semi-square Venus, 23 Jan 2010 ( 20 Dec 2009 - 14 Feb 2010 )
KEY: position is contrary to togetherness
You stress out in romantic situations. You may invite a side squeeze into your life. Then you feel awful when
your main squeeze finds out. Your intuition could, instead, show you when to approach your lover to get the
most out of each intimate encounter.
Pluto semi-square Mercury, 25 Jan 2010 ( 27 Dec 2009 - 6 Mar 2010 )
KEY: the unexpected is contrary to communication
Your tendency to internalize whatever you perceive, whether psychically or via the ordinary senses, places you
squarely in position to sharpen your psychic abilities. It's easy for you to open to energy currents around you,
and you may even learn to use them to move objects.
Direct mind transmission is the ability to receive teachings from Tibetan lamas or other teachers directly
without hearing or seeing the words. Some people report that they are not aware of the transmission, yet the
teacher indicates that it took place.
Uranus sextile North Node, 25 Jan 2010 ( 24 Dec 2009 - 15 Feb 2010 )
KEY: position networks with invisibility
As you tune into your intuition, you also tune into the natural rhythms of your life. You are able to identify and
grasp the most promising opportunities, and you tend to focus on future results rather than immediate
gratification. You are the person that people want on the planning team, as you sense the bumps in the road and
handle them in advance.
Uranus semi-square Sun, 27 Jan 2010 ( 27 Dec 2009 - 16 Feb 2010 )
KEY: position is contrary to visibility
Inner tension causes physical symptoms. Any rhythmic body function can be affected, such as digestion or
heart rhythm. Meditation and physical exercise help to get your system back on track. Massage to relieve
muscle tension is helpful too.
Uranus quincunx Pluto, 30 Jan 2010 ( 3 Jan 2010 - 19 Feb 2010 )
KEY: position is isolated from the unexpected
Transformation is an integral part of your experience. The old way of approaching life no longer suits you, and
you employ intuitive insight to make significant changes. Although great effort is involved in this process, the
results are magnificent. You must make adjustments to get the benefits.
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Neptune trine Neptune, 12 Feb 2010 ( 16 Jan 2010 - 11 Mar 2010 )
KEY: creativity connects to creativity
MILESTONE: SEEKING SPIRITUAL ANSWERS
You enter a period when your spiritual life reaches a peak. Conditions around you may relax in unexplained
ways. Often this occurs because you have grown into your psychic talents and you are comfortably able to rely
on them for information.
In addition, you may realize that the non-material side of life is at least as important as the obvious benefits of
physical security and comfort. The paradox at this milestone is that you feel certain your ideals are worth
fighting for, and at the same time you are more realistic about what the material world has to offer.
This and later milestones could signal health problems that are difficult to diagnose. You may both consult
traditional physicians and attune to your own body to gather the healing resources you need.
Uranus quincunx Neptune, 8 Mar 2010 ( 18 Feb 2010 - 25 Mar 2010 )
KEY: position is isolated from creativity
You are susceptible to drugs and alcohol. Any chemical in your system can cause weird thoughts, and can
warp your intuitive insight. Less is definitely better if you want your intuition to come through loud and clear.
Pluto semi-sextile Moon, 10 Mar 2010 & 5 May 2010 ( 27 Jan 2010 - 21 Jun 2010 )
KEY: the unexpected put with present invisibility
Hard won psychic perceptions come through meditation or other contemplative practice. Work with a teacher
to interpret your feeling. Then you will sense where objects or people may be found.
Tea or coffee reading may seem like a parlor trick, but this form of divination using tea leaves or coffee
grounds in one's cup is a powerful focus for clairvoyance.
Uranus square Ascendant, 18 May 2010 & 24 Aug 2010 ( 25 Apr 2010 - 19 Sep 2010 )
KEY: position moves from present visibility
Excitability is a prominent facet of your personality. Not one to keep your feelings to yourself, you spread the
tension to your friends and acquaintances. Your own irritability can cause you to take rash action, possibly
causing accidents. Meditation puts you in touch with your intuition and helps you to avoid injuries.
Uranus enters Aries, 28 May 2010
KEY: birth is changed a notch
Sudden changes characterize your life. Bursts of energy follow intuitive comprehension of what is to follow.
You are willing to fight hard to support your ideas, which often are based on intuitive inspiration. You may be
dreamy, or you may be zealous in your application of effort. Restlessness underlies all activity.
Pluto semi-square Mercury, 23 Jun 2010 ( 9 May 2010 - 6 Aug 2010 )
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KEY: the unexpected is contrary to communication
Your tendency to internalize whatever you perceive, whether psychically or via the ordinary senses, places you
squarely in position to sharpen your psychic abilities. It's easy for you to open to energy currents around you,
and you may even learn to use them to move objects.
Direct mind transmission is the ability to receive teachings from Tibetan lamas or other teachers directly
without hearing or seeing the words. Some people report that they are not aware of the transmission, yet the
teacher indicates that it took place.
Neptune trine Neptune, 15 Oct 2010 & 29 Nov 2010 ( 29 Aug 2010 - 11 Jan 2011 )
KEY: creativity connects to creativity
MILESTONE: SEEKING SPIRITUAL ANSWERS
You enter a period when your spiritual life reaches a peak. Conditions around you may relax in unexplained
ways. Often this occurs because you have grown into your psychic talents and you are comfortably able to rely
on them for information.
In addition, you may realize that the non-material side of life is at least as important as the obvious benefits of
physical security and comfort. The paradox at this milestone is that you feel certain your ideals are worth
fighting for, and at the same time you are more realistic about what the material world has to offer.
This and later milestones could signal health problems that are difficult to diagnose. You may both consult
traditional physicians and attune to your own body to gather the healing resources you need.
Pluto semi-square Mercury, 28 Nov 2010 ( 22 Oct 2010 - 27 Dec 2010 )
KEY: the unexpected is contrary to communication
Your tendency to internalize whatever you perceive, whether psychically or via the ordinary senses, places you
squarely in position to sharpen your psychic abilities. It's easy for you to open to energy currents around you,
and you may even learn to use them to move objects.
Direct mind transmission is the ability to receive teachings from Tibetan lamas or other teachers directly
without hearing or seeing the words. Some people report that they are not aware of the transmission, yet the
teacher indicates that it took place.
Pluto semi-sextile Moon, 28 Dec 2010 ( 30 Nov 2010 - 26 Jan 2011 )
KEY: the unexpected put with present invisibility
Hard won psychic perceptions come through meditation or other contemplative practice. Work with a teacher
to interpret your feeling. Then you will sense where objects or people may be found.
Tea or coffee reading may seem like a parlor trick, but this form of divination using tea leaves or coffee
grounds in one's cup is a powerful focus for clairvoyance.
Uranus square Ascendant, 6 Mar 2011 ( 15 Feb 2011 - 24 Mar 2011 )
KEY: position moves from present visibility
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Excitability is a prominent facet of your personality. Not one to keep your feelings to yourself, you spread the
tension to your friends and acquaintances. Your own irritability can cause you to take rash action, possibly
causing accidents. Meditation puts you in touch with your intuition and helps you to avoid injuries.
Neptune sextile Ascendant, 25 Mar 2011 ( 25 Feb 2011 - 4 May 2011 )
KEY: creativity networks with present visibility
You find many opportunities to meet and get to know unusual people - people whose psychic talents parallel
your own. Because you are wide open to psychic impressions, you will want to spend time each day clearing
your physical space, cleansing your aura, and re-energizing your body. You find that you feel the presence of
strong psychic energy in other people deeply.
Neptune enters Pisces, 4 Apr 2011
KEY: spirituality is being contrary
Huge religious shifts that impacted the entire world, the development of mathematics that changed the world,
and development of the concepts behind communism and freedom for all people all took place during eras
when Neptune was in Pisces. While you may not instigate a civil war, during this period you can cultivate
empathy and compassion that engender constructive changes in everyone you meet. During this period you
develop clairvoyant skills. Your skills will not be just like your teacher or anyone else. Almost anything can be
used as a focus or trigger for clairvoyance, and you now have the opportunity to identify proper tools for your
unique powers.
Uranus semi-square Mercury, 8 Jun 2011 & 11 Aug 2011 ( 10 May 2011 - 11 Sep 2011 )
KEY: position is contrary to communication
Your internal guidance system is on high alert. You sense the emotional undercurrents around you and
maintain an intellectual advantage. You experience internal conflict because you don't immediately see the one
right path through difficulties. The urge to leave unpleasant situations may not be the best choice.
Pluto semi-sextile Moon, 11 Aug 2011 & 21 Oct 2011 ( 27 Jun 2011 - 29 Nov 2011 )
KEY: the unexpected put with present invisibility
Hard won psychic perceptions come through meditation or other contemplative practice. Work with a teacher
to interpret your feeling. Then you will sense where objects or people may be found.
Tea or coffee reading may seem like a parlor trick, but this form of divination using tea leaves or coffee
grounds in one's cup is a powerful focus for clairvoyance.
Neptune sextile Ascendant, 16 Aug 2011 ( 3 Jul 2011 - 24 Sep 2011 )
KEY: creativity networks with present visibility
You find many opportunities to meet and get to know unusual people - people whose psychic talents parallel
your own. Because you are wide open to psychic impressions, you will want to spend time each day clearing
your physical space, cleansing your aura, and re-energizing your body. You find that you feel the presence of
strong psychic energy in other people deeply.
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Pluto quintile Neptune, 22 Jan 2012 ( 24 Dec 2011 - 26 Feb 2012 )
KEY: the unexpected is isolated from creativity
You can attune to the supernatural simply by being yourself, meditating to clear your mind and heart, and
opening your imagination to myriad possibilities.
Clairvoyance is a broad term denoting the ability to perceive information about people, things, or the future
through other than ordinary senses. By paying attention to subtle insights, you cultivate all your psychic
abilities.
Neptune sextile Ascendant, 26 Jan 2012 ( 24 Dec 2011 - 22 Feb 2012 )
KEY: creativity networks with present visibility
You find many opportunities to meet and get to know unusual people - people whose psychic talents parallel
your own. Because you are wide open to psychic impressions, you will want to spend time each day clearing
your physical space, cleansing your aura, and re-energizing your body. You find that you feel the presence of
strong psychic energy in other people deeply.
Pluto semi-square Mars, 7 Feb 2012 & 16 Jun 2012 ( 8 Jan 2012 - 27 Jul 2012 )
KEY: the unexpected is contrary to activation
Bottled-up feelings derail your psychic awareness and cause you to act in a harsher manner than you intend.
Contemplative practice helps you to moderate those feelings, but also allows you to acknowledge them
consciously.
Regression is a trained ability to recover past life information for yourself or your client. You can learn
techniques to move through time while remaining attuned to the soul whose past you seek to understand.
Pluto semi-sextile Venus, 17 Feb 2012 & 5 Jun 2012 ( 16 Jan 2012 - 15 Jul 2012 )
KEY: the unexpected put with togetherness
Love is all around you, yet you may have a hard time perceiving and defining love in your life. Focus on
creative arts that involve direct physical activity. That way you learn to sense the energies closest to you.
You can develop your capacity to hear sounds or voices at tremendous distances or in impossible
circumstances. This talent sometimes includes direct mind transmission from teachers or beings from distant
stars like the Pleiades.
Pluto semi-sextile Sun, 23 Feb 2012 & 29 May 2012 ( 20 Jan 2012 - 10 Jul 2012 )
KEY: the unexpected put with visibility
Psychic growth is possible. You can, through study, learn all you need to know in order to gain psychic
strength. Practicing your skills can be stressful at times, but results prove the efficacy of practice and study. As
you integrate your psychic talents, you perceive how they work with your ordinary senses.
A good way for you to develop your clairvoyant abilities is divination using flames, often candle flames or
campfires. Be focusing on the moving flames, you see past them into other places or times.
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Pluto sextile Saturn, 25 Feb 2012 & 27 May 2012 ( 21 Jan 2012 - 8 Jul 2012 )
KEY: the unexpected networks with alignment
On the spiritual side, your abilities stand a better chance with private contemplative practice to reduce the
psychic 'noise' in your environment. Maintain an open mind along the way, as your beliefs will change as your
powers develop.
You feel 'right' in some places and not in others. This is a manifestation of your ability to perceive ley lines and
other energy flows directly or through the use of geomantic tools. You can use a pendulum, for instance, to
identify the direction to take when you are walking.
Uranus semi-square Mercury, 18 Mar 2012 ( 29 Feb 2012 - 5 Apr 2012 )
KEY: position is contrary to communication
Your internal guidance system is on high alert. You sense the emotional undercurrents around you and
maintain an intellectual advantage. You experience internal conflict because you don't immediately see the one
right path through difficulties. The urge to leave unpleasant situations may not be the best choice.
Uranus quintile Jupiter, 27 Mar 2012 ( 9 Mar 2012 - 14 Apr 2012 )
KEY: position is isolated from expansion
Luck guides you to the right place at the right time, in order to maximize your creative efforts.
Uranus trine Moon, 6 Apr 2012 ( 19 Mar 2012 - 24 Apr 2012 )
KEY: position connects to present invisibility
Emotional excitement becomes the norm for you. You act upon your intuition and generally get good results.
You also learn to test your intuition by asking questions to confirm your insights. Clairvoyant abilities may
emerge. Metaphysical topics attract your attention and capture your interest.
Uranus quintile North Node, 19 Apr 2012 ( 1 Apr 2012 - 9 May 2012 )
KEY: position is isolated from invisibility
You have a natural knack for choosing the right thing to do. Meditation or other contemplative practice
provides you with calmness of mind. Then you can apply the right amount of speed or pressure in tricky
situations, and you can readily evaluate other people's responses.
Pluto quintile Neptune, 7 Jul 2012 ( 26 May 2012 - 28 Aug 2012 )
KEY: the unexpected is isolated from creativity
You can attune to the supernatural simply by being yourself, meditating to clear your mind and heart, and
opening your imagination to myriad possibilities.
Clairvoyance is a broad term denoting the ability to perceive information about people, things, or the future
through other than ordinary senses. By paying attention to subtle insights, you cultivate all your psychic
abilities.
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Uranus quintile North Node, 15 Oct 2012 ( 19 Sep 2012 - 15 Nov 2012 )
KEY: position is isolated from invisibility
You have a natural knack for choosing the right thing to do. Meditation or other contemplative practice
provides you with calmness of mind. Then you can apply the right amount of speed or pressure in tricky
situations, and you can readily evaluate other people's responses.
Uranus trine Moon, 4 Nov 2012 & 19 Jan 2013 ( 7 Oct 2012 - 14 Feb 2013 )
KEY: position connects to present invisibility
Emotional excitement becomes the norm for you. You act upon your intuition and generally get good results.
You also learn to test your intuition by asking questions to confirm your insights. Clairvoyant abilities may
emerge. Metaphysical topics attract your attention and capture your interest.
Pluto quintile Neptune, 24 Nov 2012 ( 8 Oct 2012 - 24 Dec 2012 )
KEY: the unexpected is isolated from creativity
You can attune to the supernatural simply by being yourself, meditating to clear your mind and heart, and
opening your imagination to myriad possibilities.
Clairvoyance is a broad term denoting the ability to perceive information about people, things, or the future
through other than ordinary senses. By paying attention to subtle insights, you cultivate all your psychic
abilities.
Uranus quintile Jupiter, 3 Dec 2012 & 22 Dec 2012 ( 22 Oct 2012 - 1 Feb 2013 )
KEY: position is isolated from expansion
Luck guides you to the right place at the right time, in order to maximize your creative efforts.
Pluto semi-square Mars, 10 Dec 2012 ( 6 Nov 2012 - 8 Jan 2013 )
KEY: the unexpected is contrary to activation
Bottled-up feelings derail your psychic awareness and cause you to act in a harsher manner than you intend.
Contemplative practice helps you to moderate those feelings, but also allows you to acknowledge them
consciously.
Regression is a trained ability to recover past life information for yourself or your client. You can learn
techniques to move through time while remaining attuned to the soul whose past you seek to understand.
Pluto semi-sextile Venus, 18 Dec 2012 ( 17 Nov 2012 - 16 Jan 2013 )
KEY: the unexpected put with togetherness
Love is all around you, yet you may have a hard time perceiving and defining love in your life. Focus on
creative arts that involve direct physical activity. That way you learn to sense the energies closest to you.
You can develop your capacity to hear sounds or voices at tremendous distances or in impossible
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circumstances. This talent sometimes includes direct mind transmission from teachers or beings from distant
stars like the Pleiades.
Pluto semi-sextile Sun, 22 Dec 2012 ( 22 Nov 2012 - 20 Jan 2013 )
KEY: the unexpected put with visibility
Psychic growth is possible. You can, through study, learn all you need to know in order to gain psychic
strength. Practicing your skills can be stressful at times, but results prove the efficacy of practice and study. As
you integrate your psychic talents, you perceive how they work with your ordinary senses.
A good way for you to develop your clairvoyant abilities is divination using flames, often candle flames or
campfires. Be focusing on the moving flames, you see past them into other places or times.
Pluto sextile Saturn, 24 Dec 2012 ( 24 Nov 2012 - 21 Jan 2013 )
KEY: the unexpected networks with alignment
On the spiritual side, your abilities stand a better chance with private contemplative practice to reduce the
psychic 'noise' in your environment. Maintain an open mind along the way, as your beliefs will change as your
powers develop.
You feel 'right' in some places and not in others. This is a manifestation of your ability to perceive ley lines and
other energy flows directly or through the use of geomantic tools. You can use a pendulum, for instance, to
identify the direction to take when you are walking.
Uranus quintile North Node, 8 Feb 2013 ( 9 Jan 2013 - 1 Mar 2013 )
KEY: position is isolated from invisibility
You have a natural knack for choosing the right thing to do. Meditation or other contemplative practice
provides you with calmness of mind. Then you can apply the right amount of speed or pressure in tricky
situations, and you can readily evaluate other people's responses.
Uranus sextile Venus, 4 Apr 2013 ( 17 Mar 2013 - 22 Apr 2013 )
KEY: position networks with togetherness
You love love, and you love the fact that you have so many opportunities to experiment with it. Whether you
are traditional, sentimental, or eccentric in your erotic impulses, your intuition guides the rhythm of your
relationship.
Uranus sextile Sun, 6 Apr 2013 ( 20 Mar 2013 - 25 Apr 2013 )
KEY: position networks with visibility
You get the chance to put your original ideas into action. You are more aware of your goals than most people
and you concentrate your energy on their attainment. Your intuition helps you identify and define opportunities
so that you can make intelligent choices. You change vocations to move forward in career, and also in your
spiritual life.
Uranus quincunx Saturn, 7 Apr 2013 ( 21 Mar 2013 - 26 Apr 2013 )
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KEY: position is isolated from alignment
You deal with whatever comes at you through sheer determination. However, you are not very flexible, and
that is what is needed to adjust to circumstances. You benefit from focusing on other aspects in your chart
during this cycle.
Neptune enters 3rd House, 21 Apr 2013
KEY: learning is contrary
Even though you believe you already knew what was most important to you, now you face a period when you
change your mind - your conscious mind - about a lot. Less willing to take what others say at face value, you
reconsider what you have dished up for yourself as well. You will also look into the deeper recesses of your
personality where you have a storehouse of 'truths' that demand a review.
Neptune square Moon, 13 May 2013 & 1 Jul 2013 ( 31 Mar 2013 - 17 Aug 2013 )
KEY: creativity moves from present invisibility
If you allow pessimistic thoughts to take over, you may even experience moments of hopelessness. To
counteract this challenge, help your psychic senses develop by examining your dreams, your intuition, and any
gut reactions you have. If your ideas seem too good to be true, measure them against a practical standard.
Pluto sextile Saturn, 5 Sep 2013 & 4 Oct 2013 ( 11 Jul 2013 - 25 Nov 2013 )
KEY: the unexpected networks with alignment
On the spiritual side, your abilities stand a better chance with private contemplative practice to reduce the
psychic 'noise' in your environment. Maintain an open mind along the way, as your beliefs will change as your
powers develop.
You feel 'right' in some places and not in others. This is a manifestation of your ability to perceive ley lines and
other energy flows directly or through the use of geomantic tools. You can use a pendulum, for instance, to
identify the direction to take when you are walking.
Pluto semi-sextile Sun, 16 Sep 2013 & 20 Sep 2013 ( 13 Jul 2013 - 23 Nov 2013 )
KEY: the unexpected put with visibility
Psychic growth is possible. You can, through study, learn all you need to know in order to gain psychic
strength. Practicing your skills can be stressful at times, but results prove the efficacy of practice and study. As
you integrate your psychic talents, you perceive how they work with your ordinary senses.
A good way for you to develop your clairvoyant abilities is divination using flames, often candle flames or
campfires. Be focusing on the moving flames, you see past them into other places or times.
Uranus quincunx Saturn, 14 Nov 2013 & 19 Jan 2014 ( 15 Oct 2013 - 15 Feb 2014 )
KEY: position is isolated from alignment
You deal with whatever comes at you through sheer determination. However, you are not very flexible, and
that is what is needed to adjust to circumstances. You benefit from focusing on other aspects in your chart
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during this cycle.
Uranus sextile Sun, 16 Nov 2013 & 17 Jan 2014 ( 17 Oct 2013 - 14 Feb 2014 )
KEY: position networks with visibility
You get the chance to put your original ideas into action. You are more aware of your goals than most people
and you concentrate your energy on their attainment. Your intuition helps you identify and define opportunities
so that you can make intelligent choices. You change vocations to move forward in career, and also in your
spiritual life.
Uranus sextile Venus, 22 Nov 2013 & 11 Jan 2014 ( 20 Oct 2013 - 11 Feb 2014 )
KEY: position networks with togetherness
You love love, and you love the fact that you have so many opportunities to experiment with it. Whether you
are traditional, sentimental, or eccentric in your erotic impulses, your intuition guides the rhythm of your
relationship.
Neptune square Moon, 28 Feb 2014 ( 1 Feb 2014 - 27 Mar 2014 )
KEY: creativity moves from present invisibility
If you allow pessimistic thoughts to take over, you may even experience moments of hopelessness. To
counteract this challenge, help your psychic senses develop by examining your dreams, your intuition, and any
gut reactions you have. If your ideas seem too good to be true, measure them against a practical standard.
Neptune square Moon, 7 Oct 2014 & 24 Dec 2014 ( 28 Aug 2014 - 28 Jan 2015 )
KEY: creativity moves from present invisibility
If you allow pessimistic thoughts to take over, you may even experience moments of hopelessness. To
counteract this challenge, help your psychic senses develop by examining your dreams, your intuition, and any
gut reactions you have. If your ideas seem too good to be true, measure them against a practical standard.
Uranus sextile Jupiter, 10 Apr 2015 ( 23 Mar 2015 - 27 Apr 2015 )
KEY: position networks with expansion
Your life is full of opportunities, especially when you develop an intuitive eye for them. Successes come
suddenly.
Neptune semi-sextile Venus, 12 Apr 2015 & 15 Aug 2015 ( 13 Mar 2015 - 21 Sep 2015 )
KEY: creativity put with togetherness
Love is a foundation element of your psychic perceptions. You sometimes have highly stimulated erotic
feelings that can lead you astray from the psychic message. With experience you can patiently wait for the
psychic information to differentiate itself from sexual desire, and then you have clear psychic information to
work with.
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Neptune semi-square North Node, 15 Apr 2015 & 12 Aug 2015 ( 15 Mar 2015 - 18 Sep 2015 )
KEY: creativity is contrary to invisibility
Without your psychic sense as a guide, you sometimes make flawed decisions concerning other people and
their motives. Therefore you want to learn how to use your psychic talents well. Although you seek to perceive
energies outside yourself, the place to look first is inside. If this doesn't seem rational, don't worry. Looking
inward clears away obstructions to your psychic abilities and develops pathways for information to flow.
Neptune semi-sextile Sun, 17 Apr 2015 & 9 Aug 2015 ( 17 Mar 2015 - 16 Sep 2015 )
KEY: creativity put with visibility
Opportunities unfold for you to amplify your psychic experiences. You can access spiritual and mystical
realms easily, and you relish the chance to gain understanding of these unusual facets of the world around you.
Your empathy for other people reflects your inner soul life.
Neptune trine Saturn, 19 Apr 2015 & 7 Aug 2015 ( 19 Mar 2015 - 14 Sep 2015 )
KEY: creativity connects to alignment
You can easily fall into a pattern of disillusionment and suffering. However, this is hardly the only possibility.
With a little genuine effort, you can deepen your understanding of your psychic talents through practice, and
you can attain success by applying yourself diligently. Interestingly, your foresight is keenly accurate. Perhaps
this occurs because you are prepared to act for the benefit of others, even though you are somewhat focused on
sorting out your own views of material and spiritual worlds.
Uranus opposition MidHeaven, 23 Apr 2015 ( 5 Apr 2015 - 12 May 2015 )
As you pay attention to your intuition, you find that you become aware of the world in a whole new way.
Actually, you have had the awareness all along, only now you know where it comes from and how it works. As
you pay more attention, your intuition arises frequently, smoothly, and confidently.
Uranus enters 4th House, 23 Apr 2015
KEY: family is changed a notch
Home life was never so busy. Either everyone comes to your house, or you become a gypsy, visiting every
long-lost friend from high school or college and never staying put. Make good use of vacation time, then invite
people to visit when you are at home. Use your intuition to gain objectivity about home, family, and what they
mean to you. Meditation can help you relax your mind and sort out fact from fiction.
Uranus sextile Mercury, 28 May 2015 ( 7 May 2015 - 27 Jun 2015 )
KEY: position networks with communication
Intellect and intuition come together often to produce profound insight into yourself, other people, and the
world in general. Your inventive ideas land you jobs or attract clients who are seeking innovative solutions to
problems that other people dismissed or could not solve.
Uranus square Uranus, 4 Jul 2015 & 16 Aug 2015 ( 1 Jun 2015 - 21 Sep 2015 )
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KEY: position moves from position
MILESTONE: CENTERING SELF, DETACHing FROM THE PAST
Your basic emotional and mental capacities are developed by age 21. Sexuality has developed, as have the
desire for friendships among your peers and a sense of your place in your social circles, religion, and the
institutions around you. You reach out from your family to embrace the world.
This is a challenging time in your life. If the passage of the first milestone brought you greater confidence,
then you face these challenges with an open mind and heart. If the first milestone was especially tough, you
enter this new phase of your life cautiously, taking careful steps to avoid any setback. You may even be overly
cautious.
The challenge is to refine your intuition by acknowledging it, writing about it, or telling others what you
foresee. As you do this, you honor your own inner intelligence and free it to help you even more. Intuition
allows you to adapt to conditions instead of rebelling. Your actions still appear impulsive to other people, but
you actually have considered outcomes before you leap to apparent snap judgments.
By age 63 and during the following ten-year cycle, you experience detachment from the goals of the
productive cycle. You may retire from the career you pursued during much of the previous productive cycle.
If the previous milestone involved significant change, you find that you focus on spiritual matters in a new
way. If no changes were made, then further crystallization of beliefs occurs, and this can become quite painful
if there is friction with your associates.
Intuition can arise like a thunderbolt, showing you how to gracefully change from dynamic production to
subtler management and instruction tasks. Mentoring becomes a logical alternative to previous leadership
activities.
The intuitive challenge of this milestone is to anticipate changes well in advance, thereby being prepared for
most eventualities. You may find that you anticipate events and the associated emotions. Within the ebb and
flow of events, you sense an important new rhythm in your life.
The challenge is to refine your intuition by acknowledging it, writing about it, or telling others what you
foresee. As you do this, you honor your own inner intelligence and free it to help you even more. Intuition
allows you to adapt to conditions instead of rebelling. Your actions still appear impulsive to other people, but
you actually have considered outcomes before you leap to apparent snap judgments.
Uranus sextile Mercury, 25 Sep 2015 ( 25 Aug 2015 - 20 Oct 2015 )
KEY: position networks with communication
Intellect and intuition come together often to produce profound insight into yourself, other people, and the
world in general. Your inventive ideas land you jobs or attract clients who are seeking innovative solutions to
problems that other people dismissed or could not solve.
Uranus opposition MidHeaven, 9 Nov 2015 & 9 Feb 2016 ( 14 Oct 2015 - 3 Mar 2016 )
As you pay attention to your intuition, you find that you become aware of the world in a whole new way.
Actually, you have had the awareness all along, only now you know where it comes from and how it works. As
you pay more attention, your intuition arises frequently, smoothly, and confidently.
Uranus sextile Jupiter, 11 Dec 2015 & 9 Jan 2016 ( 2 Nov 2015 - 15 Feb 2016 )
KEY: position networks with expansion
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Your life is full of opportunities, especially when you develop an intuitive eye for them. Successes come
suddenly.
Neptune semi-sextile Venus, 11 Feb 2016 ( 12 Jan 2016 - 9 Mar 2016 )
KEY: creativity put with togetherness
Love is a foundation element of your psychic perceptions. You sometimes have highly stimulated erotic
feelings that can lead you astray from the psychic message. With experience you can patiently wait for the
psychic information to differentiate itself from sexual desire, and then you have clear psychic information to
work with.
Neptune semi-square North Node, 13 Feb 2016 ( 15 Jan 2016 - 11 Mar 2016 )
KEY: creativity is contrary to invisibility
Without your psychic sense as a guide, you sometimes make flawed decisions concerning other people and
their motives. Therefore you want to learn how to use your psychic talents well. Although you seek to perceive
energies outside yourself, the place to look first is inside. If this doesn't seem rational, don't worry. Looking
inward clears away obstructions to your psychic abilities and develops pathways for information to flow.
Neptune semi-sextile Sun, 15 Feb 2016 ( 17 Jan 2016 - 13 Mar 2016 )
KEY: creativity put with visibility
Opportunities unfold for you to amplify your psychic experiences. You can access spiritual and mystical
realms easily, and you relish the chance to gain understanding of these unusual facets of the world around you.
Your empathy for other people reflects your inner soul life.
Neptune trine Saturn, 17 Feb 2016 ( 19 Jan 2016 - 14 Mar 2016 )
KEY: creativity connects to alignment
You can easily fall into a pattern of disillusionment and suffering. However, this is hardly the only possibility.
With a little genuine effort, you can deepen your understanding of your psychic talents through practice, and
you can attain success by applying yourself diligently. Interestingly, your foresight is keenly accurate. Perhaps
this occurs because you are prepared to act for the benefit of others, even though you are somewhat focused on
sorting out your own views of material and spiritual worlds.
Pluto quincunx Jupiter, 19 Feb 2016 & 19 Jun 2016 ( 18 Jan 2016 - 30 Jul 2016 )
KEY: the unexpected is isolated from expansion
You must learn that power, although flowing through you, is not generated within your physical or emotional
body. It flows from the Universe, and the karmic implications of its use are impressive. Therefore you will
want to practice effective use of power and will.
To be a rainmaker is to help the land and the people on it. Knowing when and how to summon clouds and
moisture is a psychic talent that takes you out of your body and into the sky. Start with meditation to help you
rise out of your body, while maintaining conscious focus.
Uranus sextile Mercury, 17 Mar 2016 ( 27 Feb 2016 - 4 Apr 2016 )
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KEY: position networks with communication
Intellect and intuition come together often to produce profound insight into yourself, other people, and the
world in general. Your inventive ideas land you jobs or attract clients who are seeking innovative solutions to
problems that other people dismissed or could not solve.
Pluto square MidHeaven, 1 Apr 2016 & 4 May 2016 ( 11 Feb 2016 - 29 Jun 2016 )
The challenge here is to shape your own personality through self-awareness. Developing effective shields can
reduce the interference you feel from other people's minds. Then you can choose which secret abilities you
want to develop, instead of having them thrust upon you.
As you develop greater self-awareness, your next challenge is to produce transformation - that is, to alter the
psychic energies of a situation. You eventually find this is quite easy to achieve in many situations.
Uranus square Uranus, 7 Apr 2016 ( 20 Mar 2016 - 25 Apr 2016 )
KEY: position moves from position
MILESTONE: CENTERING SELF, DETACHing FROM THE PAST
Your basic emotional and mental capacities are developed by age 21. Sexuality has developed, as have the
desire for friendships among your peers and a sense of your place in your social circles, religion, and the
institutions around you. You reach out from your family to embrace the world.
This is a challenging time in your life. If the passage of the first milestone brought you greater confidence,
then you face these challenges with an open mind and heart. If the first milestone was especially tough, you
enter this new phase of your life cautiously, taking careful steps to avoid any setback. You may even be overly
cautious.
The challenge is to refine your intuition by acknowledging it, writing about it, or telling others what you
foresee. As you do this, you honor your own inner intelligence and free it to help you even more. Intuition
allows you to adapt to conditions instead of rebelling. Your actions still appear impulsive to other people, but
you actually have considered outcomes before you leap to apparent snap judgments.
By age 63 and during the following ten-year cycle, you experience detachment from the goals of the
productive cycle. You may retire from the career you pursued during much of the previous productive cycle.
If the previous milestone involved significant change, you find that you focus on spiritual matters in a new
way. If no changes were made, then further crystallization of beliefs occurs, and this can become quite painful
if there is friction with your associates.
Intuition can arise like a thunderbolt, showing you how to gracefully change from dynamic production to
subtler management and instruction tasks. Mentoring becomes a logical alternative to previous leadership
activities.
The intuitive challenge of this milestone is to anticipate changes well in advance, thereby being prepared for
most eventualities. You may find that you anticipate events and the associated emotions. Within the ebb and
flow of events, you sense an important new rhythm in your life.
The challenge is to refine your intuition by acknowledging it, writing about it, or telling others what you
foresee. As you do this, you honor your own inner intelligence and free it to help you even more. Intuition
allows you to adapt to conditions instead of rebelling. Your actions still appear impulsive to other people, but
you actually have considered outcomes before you leap to apparent snap judgments.
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Uranus quintile Venus, 16 Apr 2016 ( 30 Mar 2016 - 4 May 2016 )
KEY: position is isolated from togetherness
You make the most of each romantic encounter. You have a strong tendency to follow your own feelings, and
this is balance, by intuition concerning your partner's desires. You make love as if you were creating a work of
art - every time.
Uranus quintile Sun, 19 Apr 2016 ( 1 Apr 2016 - 7 May 2016 )
KEY: position is isolated from visibility
During this period you develop originality and style. You set your mind and heart to accomplish certain tasks.
You can see into the future, and what you see may not be the same as what the people around you expect.
Neptune quintile Ascendant, 8 May 2016 & 20 Jul 2016 ( 1 Apr 2016 - 31 Aug 2016 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from present visibility
Magic is possible for you, there is no doubt. Because you are impressionable, you can see directly into other
people's hearts or minds, and they believe you have special powers when you say what you perceive there. Of
course, you do have special powers, and talking about it is one way to refine the skill further.
Uranus quincunx Mars, 11 Jun 2016 & 17 Sep 2016 ( 19 May 2016 - 13 Oct 2016 )
KEY: position is isolated from activation
You are likely to experience accidents or injuries due to your self-will and pushy attitude. Sometimes you have
to adjust. This is a given. Use your psychic abilities to spot changes rushing to meet you. Then you can
consciously absorb the energy, or step aside and let the train go right on by without touching you.
Uranus square North Node, 21 Jun 2016 & 6 Sep 2016 ( 26 May 2016 - 4 Oct 2016 )
KEY: position moves from invisibility
The karmic implications of your intuition do not escape your attention. You know that you are on earth for
some purpose, and you understand the impact of your actions on other people. You may have disturbing
dreams. If so, record them and review later what you have written. During the day you may gain insight into
their intuitive messages.
Uranus trine Pluto, 30 Jun 2016 & 28 Aug 2016 ( 31 May 2016 - 29 Sep 2016 )
KEY: position connects to the unexpected
Conditions are ripe for you to master your intuitive ability, or to make huge strides in that direction. You can
exert your will to meditate and quiet your mind. Then intuition can arise smoothly and naturally. By paying
attention to them, you honor your intuitive powers.
Uranus quintile Sun, 26 Nov 2016 & 30 Jan 2017 ( 28 Oct 2016 - 26 Feb 2017 )
KEY: position is isolated from visibility
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During this period you develop originality and style. You set your mind and heart to accomplish certain tasks.
You can see into the future, and what you see may not be the same as what the people around you expect.
Uranus quintile Venus, 2 Dec 2016 & 24 Jan 2017 ( 31 Oct 2016 - 23 Feb 2017 )
KEY: position is isolated from togetherness
You make the most of each romantic encounter. You have a strong tendency to follow your own feelings, and
this is balance, by intuition concerning your partner's desires. You make love as if you were creating a work of
art - every time.
Pluto quincunx Jupiter, 23 Dec 2016 ( 20 Nov 2016 - 21 Jan 2017 )
KEY: the unexpected is isolated from expansion
You must learn that power, although flowing through you, is not generated within your physical or emotional
body. It flows from the Universe, and the karmic implications of its use are impressive. Therefore you will
want to practice effective use of power and will.
To be a rainmaker is to help the land and the people on it. Knowing when and how to summon clouds and
moisture is a psychic talent that takes you out of your body and into the sky. Start with meditation to help you
rise out of your body, while maintaining conscious focus.
Pluto square MidHeaven, 14 Jan 2017 ( 16 Dec 2016 - 15 Feb 2017 )
The challenge here is to shape your own personality through self-awareness. Developing effective shields can
reduce the interference you feel from other people's minds. Then you can choose which secret abilities you
want to develop, instead of having them thrust upon you.
As you develop greater self-awareness, your next challenge is to produce transformation - that is, to alter the
psychic energies of a situation. You eventually find this is quite easy to achieve in many situations.
Neptune quintile Ascendant, 1 Mar 2017 ( 2 Feb 2017 - 28 Mar 2017 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from present visibility
Magic is possible for you, there is no doubt. Because you are impressionable, you can see directly into other
people's hearts or minds, and they believe you have special powers when you say what you perceive there. Of
course, you do have special powers, and talking about it is one way to refine the skill further.
Pluto semi-sextile Mercury, 20 Mar 2017 & 21 May 2017 ( 6 Feb 2017 - 8 Jul 2017 )
KEY: the unexpected put with communication
There is a slight hitch in your development of secret abilities because you sometimes cannot separate impulses
coming from out side yourself from those generated within your own body and mind.
Aura reading is the ability to perceive energy around people and objects, either visually, kinesthetically, or by
other means. Some people see multiple colored layers of energy. Others 'feel' the energy of the aura, yet can
describe the colors too.
Uranus quincunx Mars, 29 Mar 2017 ( 11 Mar 2017 - 16 Apr 2017 )
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KEY: position is isolated from activation
You are likely to experience accidents or injuries due to your self-will and pushy attitude. Sometimes you have
to adjust. This is a given. Use your psychic abilities to spot changes rushing to meet you. Then you can
consciously absorb the energy, or step aside and let the train go right on by without touching you.
Uranus square North Node, 4 Apr 2017 ( 17 Mar 2017 - 22 Apr 2017 )
KEY: position moves from invisibility
The karmic implications of your intuition do not escape your attention. You know that you are on earth for
some purpose, and you understand the impact of your actions on other people. You may have disturbing
dreams. If so, record them and review later what you have written. During the day you may gain insight into
their intuitive messages.
Uranus trine Pluto, 8 Apr 2017 ( 21 Mar 2017 - 26 Apr 2017 )
KEY: position connects to the unexpected
Conditions are ripe for you to master your intuitive ability, or to make huge strides in that direction. You can
exert your will to meditate and quiet your mind. Then intuition can arise smoothly and naturally. By paying
attention to them, you honor your intuitive powers.
Uranus opposition Neptune, 12 May 2017 ( 24 Apr 2017 - 2 Jun 2017 )
KEY: position opposes creativity
You can become overly tired when you are straining to understand a subject. You benefit from sleeping on
problems, as your dreams reveal answers to your questions, often through metaphor.
Pluto square MidHeaven, 9 Aug 2017 & 15 Nov 2017 ( 28 Jun 2017 - 20 Dec 2017 )
The challenge here is to shape your own personality through self-awareness. Developing effective shields can
reduce the interference you feel from other people's minds. Then you can choose which secret abilities you
want to develop, instead of having them thrust upon you.
As you develop greater self-awareness, your next challenge is to produce transformation - that is, to alter the
psychic energies of a situation. You eventually find this is quite easy to achieve in many situations.
Neptune quintile Ascendant, 25 Oct 2017 & 19 Dec 2017 ( 11 Sep 2017 - 29 Jan 2018 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from present visibility
Magic is possible for you, there is no doubt. Because you are impressionable, you can see directly into other
people's hearts or minds, and they believe you have special powers when you say what you perceive there. Of
course, you do have special powers, and talking about it is one way to refine the skill further.
Uranus opposition Neptune, 31 Oct 2017 ( 6 Oct 2017 - 29 Nov 2017 )
KEY: position opposes creativity
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You can become overly tired when you are straining to understand a subject. You benefit from sleeping on
problems, as your dreams reveal answers to your questions, often through metaphor.
Pluto semi-sextile Mercury, 12 Jan 2018 ( 13 Dec 2017 - 11 Feb 2018 )
KEY: the unexpected put with communication
There is a slight hitch in your development of secret abilities because you sometimes cannot separate impulses
coming from out side yourself from those generated within your own body and mind.
Aura reading is the ability to perceive energy around people and objects, either visually, kinesthetically, or by
other means. Some people see multiple colored layers of energy. Others 'feel' the energy of the aura, yet can
describe the colors too.
Pluto semi-square Moon, 13 Feb 2018 ( 13 Jan 2018 - 5 Apr 2018 )
KEY: the unexpected is contrary to present invisibility
Inner stresses sometimes cause you to lose control of your own emotions. Yet you often sort out other people's
emotional undercurrents by seeing auras and feeling psychic pressure.
You have a natural capacity to sense what others are feeling. Especially at first, you feel their feelings, and you
have to learn to sort out which feelings are yours, and which you are just sharing with others.
Pluto opposition Uranus, 17 Feb 2018 & 30 Jun 2018 ( 16 Jan 2018 - 11 Aug 2018 )
KEY: the unexpected opposes position
If you have never tried anything risky in your life, brace yourself. You tend to seek out new, unusual situations,
and you are exceptionally creative. Encounters of the third kind are definitely possible, so remain open to the
possibility of receiving information from sources outside our solar system.
Have you ever had a deja vu experience - the feeling you are having an experience you have had before? Even
if only for a fleeting moment, you may get this kind of impression. If you pay attention, and then mention it to
someone else, you are honoring your feelings and aiding in your psychic development.
Uranus opposition Neptune, 4 Mar 2018 ( 5 Feb 2018 - 24 Mar 2018 )
KEY: position opposes creativity
You can become overly tired when you are straining to understand a subject. You benefit from sleeping on
problems, as your dreams reveal answers to your questions, often through metaphor.
Pluto quintile Saturn, 22 Mar 2018 & 24 May 2018 ( 8 Feb 2018 - 11 Jul 2018 )
KEY: the unexpected is isolated from alignment
You discover the great fun of manifesting change as you develop your ability to imagine something different
and make it happen. Partly spiritual connection to Unity, and partly intense self-discipline, this talent will
amaze you when you finally begin to use it.
The ability to move objects with other than physical means has been attempted by untold numbers of
teenagers, who have a particular talent for this secret ability. Mind over matter has tremendous appeal, that's
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for sure
Uranus trine Ascendant, 9 May 2018 ( 22 Apr 2018 - 29 May 2018 )
KEY: position connects to present visibility
Your intuition flows almost constantly. You find yourself in the right place at the right time over and over
again. Your life undergoes a serious change, based on the content of your intuition. You make highly
beneficial contacts with important people.
Uranus enters Taurus, 15 May 2018
KEY: harmony is changed a notch
At this time your earning power is based on highly unusual career and/or income sources. Speculation is highly
risky for this placement, so take a more secure path than your norm. Intuition helps to smooth out the ups and
downs of financial rhythms during the coming cycle. Use your own intuition and listen less to other people
about financial matters.
Uranus quintile Mercury, 8 Jun 2018 ( 18 May 2018 - 7 Jul 2018 )
KEY: position is isolated from communication
Your creative mind visualizes solutions before you ever begin work with the actual materials of your
profession. In this way you seem to manifest nothing but great results. Engineering, mathematics or other
technical fields may be of interest, and your intuition is a tremendous asset in these lines of work.
Uranus semi-square Jupiter, 20 Jun 2018 & 25 Sep 2018 ( 28 May 2018 - 21 Oct 2018 )
KEY: position is contrary to expansion
Internal tension can cause digestive upsets. These acute conditions are temporary, but painful. Regular yoga or
meditation to relax your physical body can help to relax your emotions and thoughts too.
Pluto semi-square Moon, 4 Jul 2018 ( 10 May 2018 - 17 Aug 2018 )
KEY: the unexpected is contrary to present invisibility
Inner stresses sometimes cause you to lose control of your own emotions. Yet you often sort out other people's
emotional undercurrents by seeing auras and feeling psychic pressure.
You have a natural capacity to sense what others are feeling. Especially at first, you feel their feelings, and you
have to learn to sort out which feelings are yours, and which you are just sharing with others.
Pluto semi-sextile Mercury, 20 Aug 2018 & 10 Nov 2018 ( 6 Jul 2018 - 18 Dec 2018 )
KEY: the unexpected put with communication
There is a slight hitch in your development of secret abilities because you sometimes cannot separate impulses
coming from out side yourself from those generated within your own body and mind.
Aura reading is the ability to perceive energy around people and objects, either visually, kinesthetically, or by
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other means. Some people see multiple colored layers of energy. Others 'feel' the energy of the aura, yet can
describe the colors too.
Uranus quintile Mercury, 9 Oct 2018 ( 8 Sep 2018 - 2 Nov 2018 )
KEY: position is isolated from communication
Your creative mind visualizes solutions before you ever begin work with the actual materials of your
profession. In this way you seem to manifest nothing but great results. Engineering, mathematics or other
technical fields may be of interest, and your intuition is a tremendous asset in these lines of work.
Uranus trine Ascendant, 15 Nov 2018 ( 20 Oct 2018 - 23 Dec 2018 )
KEY: position connects to present visibility
Your intuition flows almost constantly. You find yourself in the right place at the right time over and over
again. Your life undergoes a serious change, based on the content of your intuition. You make highly
beneficial contacts with important people.
Pluto semi-square Moon, 20 Dec 2018 ( 13 Nov 2018 - 19 Jan 2019 )
KEY: the unexpected is contrary to present invisibility
Inner stresses sometimes cause you to lose control of your own emotions. Yet you often sort out other people's
emotional undercurrents by seeing auras and feeling psychic pressure.
You have a natural capacity to sense what others are feeling. Especially at first, you feel their feelings, and you
have to learn to sort out which feelings are yours, and which you are just sharing with others.
Pluto opposition Uranus, 23 Dec 2018 ( 17 Nov 2018 - 22 Jan 2019 )
KEY: the unexpected opposes position
If you have never tried anything risky in your life, brace yourself. You tend to seek out new, unusual situations,
and you are exceptionally creative. Encounters of the third kind are definitely possible, so remain open to the
possibility of receiving information from sources outside our solar system.
Have you ever had a deja vu experience - the feeling you are having an experience you have had before? Even
if only for a fleeting moment, you may get this kind of impression. If you pay attention, and then mention it to
someone else, you are honoring your feelings and aiding in your psychic development.
Pluto quintile Saturn, 14 Jan 2019 ( 15 Dec 2018 - 14 Feb 2019 )
KEY: the unexpected is isolated from alignment
You discover the great fun of manifesting change as you develop your ability to imagine something different
and make it happen. Partly spiritual connection to Unity, and partly intense self-discipline, this talent will
amaze you when you finally begin to use it.
The ability to move objects with other than physical means has been attempted by untold numbers of
teenagers, who have a particular talent for this secret ability. Mind over matter has tremendous appeal, that's
for sure
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Uranus trine Ascendant, 26 Feb 2019 ( 20 Jan 2019 - 20 Mar 2019 )
KEY: position connects to present visibility
Your intuition flows almost constantly. You find yourself in the right place at the right time over and over
again. Your life undergoes a serious change, based on the content of your intuition. You make highly
beneficial contacts with important people.
Neptune square Jupiter, 20 Mar 2019 ( 21 Feb 2019 - 18 Apr 2019 )
KEY: creativity moves from expansion
Your biggest challenge may involve resisting the temptation to gamble or speculate. To limit your losses,
check out every offer or activity with attention to details that really don't strike you as important at first - the
devil is in the details, they say. If misunderstandings arise between you and other people, don't feel you have
sole responsibility to resolve the difficulty. Time may hold the only hope for resolution.
Uranus quintile Mercury, 29 Mar 2019 ( 9 Mar 2019 - 16 Apr 2019 )
KEY: position is isolated from communication
Your creative mind visualizes solutions before you ever begin work with the actual materials of your
profession. In this way you seem to manifest nothing but great results. Engineering, mathematics or other
technical fields may be of interest, and your intuition is a tremendous asset in these lines of work.
Uranus semi-square Jupiter, 7 Apr 2019 ( 20 Mar 2019 - 25 Apr 2019 )
KEY: position is contrary to expansion
Internal tension can cause digestive upsets. These acute conditions are temporary, but painful. Regular yoga or
meditation to relax your physical body can help to relax your emotions and thoughts too.
Neptune quincunx MidHeaven, 10 Apr 2019 ( 13 Mar 2019 - 18 May 2019 )
You are seemingly forced to adapt your thinking based on psychic input. Your talents allow more and more
extrasensory perception to emerge, and your conscious mind must be ready to sort through the information,
find ways to corroborate the evidence, and then make clear decisions. Study and practice of logical thinking or
debate may help.
Uranus quincunx Moon, 12 Jun 2019 ( 23 May 2019 - 11 Jul 2019 )
KEY: position is isolated from present invisibility
You experience anxiety from time to time. It can develop into mental and emotional strain that takes over your
life. However, as soon as you recognize how you get into this state, you immediately begin to resolve both the
current situation and the habit that gets you started down the path of fear.
Pluto quintile Saturn, 21 Aug 2019 & 12 Nov 2019 ( 8 Jul 2019 - 21 Dec 2019 )
KEY: the unexpected is isolated from alignment
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You discover the great fun of manifesting change as you develop your ability to imagine something different
and make it happen. Partly spiritual connection to Unity, and partly intense self-discipline, this talent will
amaze you when you finally begin to use it.
The ability to move objects with other than physical means has been attempted by untold numbers of
teenagers, who have a particular talent for this secret ability. Mind over matter has tremendous appeal, that's
for sure
Neptune quincunx MidHeaven, 6 Sep 2019 ( 26 Jul 2019 - 15 Oct 2019 )
You are seemingly forced to adapt your thinking based on psychic input. Your talents allow more and more
extrasensory perception to emerge, and your conscious mind must be ready to sort through the information,
find ways to corroborate the evidence, and then make clear decisions. Study and practice of logical thinking or
debate may help.
Neptune square Jupiter, 5 Oct 2019 & 17 Jan 2020 ( 28 Aug 2019 - 17 Feb 2020 )
KEY: creativity moves from expansion
Your biggest challenge may involve resisting the temptation to gamble or speculate. To limit your losses,
check out every offer or activity with attention to details that really don't strike you as important at first - the
devil is in the details, they say. If misunderstandings arise between you and other people, don't feel you have
sole responsibility to resolve the difficulty. Time may hold the only hope for resolution.
Uranus quincunx Moon, 13 Oct 2019 ( 12 Sep 2019 - 7 Nov 2019 )
KEY: position is isolated from present invisibility
You experience anxiety from time to time. It can develop into mental and emotional strain that takes over your
life. However, as soon as you recognize how you get into this state, you immediately begin to resolve both the
current situation and the habit that gets you started down the path of fear.
Pluto sextile Mars, 6 Feb 2020 ( 6 Jan 2020 - 15 Mar 2020 )
KEY: the unexpected networks with activation
Your self-confidence increases as you learn to only apply as much effort as necessary. As you develop your
psychic and other talents, you also learn the right tool for the right task.
Try your hand at lucid dreaming. The ability to make conscious choices while dreaming can have beneficial
affects in your waking life because you experience yourself in control of whatever situation the dream presents
to you.
Neptune quincunx MidHeaven, 10 Feb 2020 ( 8 Jan 2020 - 9 Mar 2020 )
You are seemingly forced to adapt your thinking based on psychic input. Your talents allow more and more
extrasensory perception to emerge, and your conscious mind must be ready to sort through the information,
find ways to corroborate the evidence, and then make clear decisions. Study and practice of logical thinking or
debate may help.
Pluto conjunct North Node, 17 Feb 2020 ( 17 Jan 2020 - 9 Apr 2020 )
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KEY: the unexpected combines with invisibility
Associations with other people will undergo dramatic shifts as you develop your secret abilities. Circumstances
allow you to release karmic links that have taught you a great deal, but no longer serve your needs and desires.
Epic dreams occur when you face major life challenges. These dreams foreshadow events that affect many
people, or they provide you with the plot for your future actions. You become skilled in interpretation as you
pay attention to your own dreams or listen to the dreams of others.
Pluto quincunx Pluto, 25 Feb 2020 & 28 Jun 2020 ( 26 Apr 2019 - 9 Aug 2020 )
KEY: the unexpected is isolated from the unexpected
MILESTONE: Adjust the Force of Your Psychic Efforts
You no longer need to strive for success as you have in the past. Merely by shifting your personal focus, you
can control the psychic currents around you. In addition, you are adept in moments of crisis and use your secret
abilities fluidly.
Dreams have been a strong influence on your psychic development for many years. Now, when you call a
dream, you skillfully frame your question and ask angels and spirits to guide your dream and help you interpret
it message.
Neptune semi-sextile Mercury, 28 Mar 2020 ( 2 Mar 2020 - 28 Apr 2020 )
KEY: creativity put with communication
Growth comes through focusing on psychic impressions that have an analog in the ordinary senses. These
impressions may evoke powerful emotions, and you find you cannot explain exactly what is happening.
Cultivate the psychic messages by paying attention and allowing yourself to imagine what the perceptions may
mean.
Uranus quincunx Moon, 1 Apr 2020 ( 13 Mar 2020 - 19 Apr 2020 )
KEY: position is isolated from present invisibility
You experience anxiety from time to time. It can develop into mental and emotional strain that takes over your
life. However, as soon as you recognize how you get into this state, you immediately begin to resolve both the
current situation and the habit that gets you started down the path of fear.
Neptune trine Uranus, 4 May 2020 & 13 Aug 2020 ( 2 Apr 2020 - 19 Sep 2020 )
KEY: creativity connects to position
The potential for your development of psychic powers accelerates on its own. If you pay any attention at all,
you are sure to see energy flowing around you with new eyes. You may meet others who share your mystical
inclinations. Travel to distant locations will put you in touch with different psychic vibrations or patterns. You
may discover new or renewed interest in religious or spiritual questions. Above all, you now can use everyday
experiences to add breadth and balance to your psychic talents.
Uranus quintile Uranus, 27 May 2020 ( 8 May 2020 - 17 Jun 2020 )
KEY: position is isolated from position
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MILESTONE: CREATIVE USE OF INTUITION
At age eighteen, your understanding of rules and how to creatively bend them is an outgrowth of your maturing
intellect. You no longer simply do what you are told and fulfill your assignments. You question the theories
behind what you are learning and you vocally note the moments when parents and teachers fail to follow the
rules they have taught. In short, you find more creative ways to rebel - ways that keep you safe while letting
you flex your intuitive and intellectual muscles.
Later on, around age 66, hopefully you have transitioned from earlier productive activities and now settle into a
fresh creative period. You may experience a sense of rebellion very like your teen years as you seek new
creative interests to keep you busy. You could start a new career or seek out entirely different social activities.
You may mix deeper spiritual interests and creative uses of your intuition into your activities. What once
seemed like the accepted party line now causes you to establish new rules for yourself.
Uranus square Venus, 7 Jun 2020 ( 18 May 2020 - 30 Jun 2020 )
KEY: position moves from togetherness
Your self-absorbed approach to love could be a problem. Or you may have the great good fortune to find
partners who help you mold this attribute into the stuff of greatness in the arena of intimacy. Your best partner
makes you think that all the moves are your own idea.
Uranus square Sun, 9 Jun 2020 ( 21 May 2020 - 4 Jul 2020 )
KEY: position moves from visibility
You desire for independence can get in the way of any other needs and desires. You don't really need to
contradict everyone, yet you do it all too often. Have conversations in your head before you open your mouth
or leap to take reckless action. In this way you can avoid accidents and verbal disasters.
Uranus opposition Saturn, 10 Jun 2020 ( 22 May 2020 - 6 Jul 2020 )
KEY: position opposes alignment
You tend to resist advice from other people. You see the truth in what they are saying, but you want to go your
own direction. Intuition comes in the form of understanding the physical, material details of a problem.
Pluto conjunct North Node, 7 Jul 2020 ( 11 May 2020 - 21 Aug 2020 )
KEY: the unexpected combines with invisibility
Associations with other people will undergo dramatic shifts as you develop your secret abilities. Circumstances
allow you to release karmic links that have taught you a great deal, but no longer serve your needs and desires.
Epic dreams occur when you face major life challenges. These dreams foreshadow events that affect many
people, or they provide you with the plot for your future actions. You become skilled in interpretation as you
pay attention to your own dreams or listen to the dreams of others.
Pluto sextile Mars, 22 Jul 2020 ( 7 Jun 2020 - 14 Sep 2020 )
KEY: the unexpected networks with activation
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Your self-confidence increases as you learn to only apply as much effort as necessary. As you develop your
psychic and other talents, you also learn the right tool for the right task.
Try your hand at lucid dreaming. The ability to make conscious choices while dreaming can have beneficial
affects in your waking life because you experience yourself in control of whatever situation the dream presents
to you.
Neptune semi-sextile Mercury, 26 Sep 2020 & 28 Jan 2021 ( 19 Aug 2020 - 26 Feb 2021 )
KEY: creativity put with communication
Growth comes through focusing on psychic impressions that have an analog in the ordinary senses. These
impressions may evoke powerful emotions, and you find you cannot explain exactly what is happening.
Cultivate the psychic messages by paying attention and allowing yourself to imagine what the perceptions may
mean.
Uranus opposition Saturn, 22 Oct 2020 ( 25 Sep 2020 - 16 Nov 2020 )
KEY: position opposes alignment
You tend to resist advice from other people. You see the truth in what they are saying, but you want to go your
own direction. Intuition comes in the form of understanding the physical, material details of a problem.
Uranus square Sun, 24 Oct 2020 ( 26 Sep 2020 - 17 Nov 2020 )
KEY: position moves from visibility
You desire for independence can get in the way of any other needs and desires. You don't really need to
contradict everyone, yet you do it all too often. Have conversations in your head before you open your mouth
or leap to take reckless action. In this way you can avoid accidents and verbal disasters.
Uranus square Venus, 27 Oct 2020 ( 1 Oct 2020 - 21 Nov 2020 )
KEY: position moves from togetherness
Your self-absorbed approach to love could be a problem. Or you may have the great good fortune to find
partners who help you mold this attribute into the stuff of greatness in the arena of intimacy. Your best partner
makes you think that all the moves are your own idea.
Uranus quintile Uranus, 9 Nov 2020 ( 16 Oct 2020 - 7 Dec 2020 )
KEY: position is isolated from position
MILESTONE: CREATIVE USE OF INTUITION
At age eighteen, your understanding of rules and how to creatively bend them is an outgrowth of your maturing
intellect. You no longer simply do what you are told and fulfill your assignments. You question the theories
behind what you are learning and you vocally note the moments when parents and teachers fail to follow the
rules they have taught. In short, you find more creative ways to rebel - ways that keep you safe while letting
you flex your intuitive and intellectual muscles.
Later on, around age 66, hopefully you have transitioned from earlier productive activities and now settle into a
fresh creative period. You may experience a sense of rebellion very like your teen years as you seek new
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creative interests to keep you busy. You could start a new career or seek out entirely different social activities.
You may mix deeper spiritual interests and creative uses of your intuition into your activities. What once
seemed like the accepted party line now causes you to establish new rules for yourself.
Pluto sextile Mars, 12 Dec 2020 ( 23 Oct 2020 - 12 Jan 2021 )
KEY: the unexpected networks with activation
Your self-confidence increases as you learn to only apply as much effort as necessary. As you develop your
psychic and other talents, you also learn the right tool for the right task.
Try your hand at lucid dreaming. The ability to make conscious choices while dreaming can have beneficial
affects in your waking life because you experience yourself in control of whatever situation the dream presents
to you.
Pluto conjunct North Node, 23 Dec 2020 ( 16 Nov 2020 - 23 Jan 2021 )
KEY: the unexpected combines with invisibility
Associations with other people will undergo dramatic shifts as you develop your secret abilities. Circumstances
allow you to release karmic links that have taught you a great deal, but no longer serve your needs and desires.
Epic dreams occur when you face major life challenges. These dreams foreshadow events that affect many
people, or they provide you with the plot for your future actions. You become skilled in interpretation as you
pay attention to your own dreams or listen to the dreams of others.
Pluto quincunx Pluto, 30 Dec 2020 ( 26 Nov 2020 - 30 Jan 2021 )
KEY: the unexpected is isolated from the unexpected
MILESTONE: Adjust the Force of Your Psychic Efforts
You no longer need to strive for success as you have in the past. Merely by shifting your personal focus, you
can control the psychic currents around you. In addition, you are adept in moments of crisis and use your secret
abilities fluidly.
Dreams have been a strong influence on your psychic development for many years. Now, when you call a
dream, you skillfully frame your question and ask angels and spirits to guide your dream and help you interpret
it message.
Pluto square Neptune, 2 Mar 2021 & 26 Jun 2021 ( 27 Jan 2021 - 8 Aug 2021 )
KEY: the unexpected moves from creativity
Your challenge is to access and manipulate the supernatural energies around you effectively. Contemplative
practice of some kind helps you see through deceptions, reduce physical cravings, and approach
self-awareness.
The lively flow of water from springs or fountains can become a powerful psychic source for you. The flow
itself allows insights to arise. The sound and the movement stimulate your psychic senses.
Neptune trine Uranus, 2 Mar 2021 ( 2 Feb 2021 - 29 Mar 2021 )
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KEY: creativity connects to position
The potential for your development of psychic powers accelerates on its own. If you pay any attention at all,
you are sure to see energy flowing around you with new eyes. You may meet others who share your mystical
inclinations. Travel to distant locations will put you in touch with different psychic vibrations or patterns. You
may discover new or renewed interest in religious or spiritual questions. Above all, you now can use everyday
experiences to add breadth and balance to your psychic talents.
Uranus quintile Uranus, 18 Mar 2021 ( 20 Feb 2021 - 6 Apr 2021 )
KEY: position is isolated from position
MILESTONE: CREATIVE USE OF INTUITION
At age eighteen, your understanding of rules and how to creatively bend them is an outgrowth of your maturing
intellect. You no longer simply do what you are told and fulfill your assignments. You question the theories
behind what you are learning and you vocally note the moments when parents and teachers fail to follow the
rules they have taught. In short, you find more creative ways to rebel - ways that keep you safe while letting
you flex your intuitive and intellectual muscles.
Later on, around age 66, hopefully you have transitioned from earlier productive activities and now settle into a
fresh creative period. You may experience a sense of rebellion very like your teen years as you seek new
creative interests to keep you busy. You could start a new career or seek out entirely different social activities.
You may mix deeper spiritual interests and creative uses of your intuition into your activities. What once
seemed like the accepted party line now causes you to establish new rules for yourself.
Uranus square Venus, 29 Mar 2021 ( 7 Mar 2021 - 16 Apr 2021 )
KEY: position moves from togetherness
Your self-absorbed approach to love could be a problem. Or you may have the great good fortune to find
partners who help you mold this attribute into the stuff of greatness in the arena of intimacy. Your best partner
makes you think that all the moves are your own idea.
Uranus square Sun, 31 Mar 2021 ( 10 Mar 2021 - 18 Apr 2021 )
KEY: position moves from visibility
You desire for independence can get in the way of any other needs and desires. You don't really need to
contradict everyone, yet you do it all too often. Have conversations in your head before you open your mouth
or leap to take reckless action. In this way you can avoid accidents and verbal disasters.
Uranus opposition Saturn, 1 Apr 2021 ( 12 Mar 2021 - 19 Apr 2021 )
KEY: position opposes alignment
You tend to resist advice from other people. You see the truth in what they are saying, but you want to go your
own direction. Intuition comes in the form of understanding the physical, material details of a problem.
Uranus enters 5th House, 11 May 2021
KEY: friend is changed a notch
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Children are likely to throw a monkey wrench into your life now. Just when you thought you had everything
under control, you find your intuition doesn't prepare you for the creative minds around you. Sexual urges can
take over and run your social life. Or ruin it. This is not the best time to gamble the farm.
Pluto square Neptune, 4 Jan 2022 ( 2 Dec 2021 - 4 Feb 2022 )
KEY: the unexpected moves from creativity
Your challenge is to access and manipulate the supernatural energies around you effectively. Contemplative
practice of some kind helps you see through deceptions, reduce physical cravings, and approach
self-awareness.
The lively flow of water from springs or fountains can become a powerful psychic source for you. The flow
itself allows insights to arise. The sound and the movement stimulate your psychic senses.
Pluto enters 2nd House, 29 Mar 2022
KEY: personal independence is unexpected
Coming after a period when self-assertion was the name of the game, you seek to bolster your own security
and comfort level with material things. You can use your secret abilities now to identify those things that will
most surely offer comfort and security. You find that your psychic strength provides the staying power you
need to engage in your work and complete tasks that seem endless.
Neptune trine Mars, 1 Apr 2022 ( 5 Mar 2022 - 1 May 2022 )
KEY: creativity connects to activation
You find that all sorts of imaginative possibilities inspire your life. If your career includes a planning role, you
are at the top of your game. Support your spiritual aspirations by recognizing and honoring intuitive or psychic
experiences. You receive help, as if from the angels, whenever you set your feet in a new direction.
Interestingly, as your psychic intake increases, you may reduce your intake of food and drink.
Neptune semi-square Venus, 9 Apr 2022 ( 13 Mar 2022 - 12 May 2022 )
KEY: creativity is contrary to togetherness
You discover that your psychic perceptions clarify when they run through your erotic imagination. This doesn't
make much sense at first, but as you practice, you find that you can separate the erotic feelings from the
psychic information once the messages have come through.
Neptune sextile North Node, 11 Apr 2022 ( 15 Mar 2022 - 15 May 2022 )
KEY: creativity networks with invisibility
Associates bring all sorts of ideas to you, and you can use your psychic skills to sort out which of them are
right for you. You don't particularly want to join in group activities, so be picky -- that way you limit contact to
groups that are a close fit with your psychic desires. Do not succumb to the desire to cheat others or deceive
them in any way. Stick to the truth, even if it is less shiny and glamorous.
Neptune semi-square Sun, 13 Apr 2022 ( 16 Mar 2022 - 18 May 2022 )
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KEY: creativity is contrary to visibility
Because you internalize your psychic impressions, you may experience dull feelings or weakness in the
physical body. At the same time, though, you are open to mystical interests. You now increase your psychic
ability in direct proportion to your acceptance of psychic energies into your heart.
Neptune quincunx Pluto, 17 Apr 2022 ( 20 Mar 2022 - 26 May 2022 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from the unexpected
You need to adjust your focus a bit to get the most out of the psychic perceptions available to you. Generally
you benefit from contemplative practice at home or in a private setting where you can allow your thoughts and
feelings to arise in safety. Progress is made slowly. Honor your own perceptions, whatever they may be, and
don't set time-related goals for development of your psychic talents.
Uranus semi-sextile Jupiter, 7 Jun 2022 ( 20 May 2022 - 28 Jun 2022 )
KEY: position put with expansion
Your life can be characterized as being generally lucky. Occasionally, though, you get into a jam. You
optimistically assume that you can get out of whatever you get into.
Uranus quincunx MidHeaven, 23 Jun 2022 ( 3 Jun 2022 - 20 Jul 2022 )
Intuition tells you when you need to make adjustments in your thinking and activities. Usually you only need
to make small shifts. Occasionally the changes will be more dramatic. Even then, you don't have to change
everything in your life to regain your previous comfort level.
Neptune quincunx Pluto, 12 Sep 2022 ( 31 Jul 2022 - 21 Oct 2022 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from the unexpected
You need to adjust your focus a bit to get the most out of the psychic perceptions available to you. Generally
you benefit from contemplative practice at home or in a private setting where you can allow your thoughts and
feelings to arise in safety. Progress is made slowly. Honor your own perceptions, whatever they may be, and
don't set time-related goals for development of your psychic talents.
Neptune semi-square Sun, 18 Sep 2022 ( 9 Aug 2022 - 29 Oct 2022 )
KEY: creativity is contrary to visibility
Because you internalize your psychic impressions, you may experience dull feelings or weakness in the
physical body. At the same time, though, you are open to mystical interests. You now increase your psychic
ability in direct proportion to your acceptance of psychic energies into your heart.
Neptune sextile North Node, 20 Sep 2022 ( 12 Aug 2022 - 1 Nov 2022 )
KEY: creativity networks with invisibility
Associates bring all sorts of ideas to you, and you can use your psychic skills to sort out which of them are
right for you. You don't particularly want to join in group activities, so be picky -- that way you limit contact to
groups that are a close fit with your psychic desires. Do not succumb to the desire to cheat others or deceive
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them in any way. Stick to the truth, even if it is less shiny and glamorous.
Neptune semi-square Venus, 23 Sep 2022 ( 15 Aug 2022 - 6 Nov 2022 )
KEY: creativity is contrary to togetherness
You discover that your psychic perceptions clarify when they run through your erotic imagination. This doesn't
make much sense at first, but as you practice, you find that you can separate the erotic feelings from the
psychic information once the messages have come through.
Neptune trine Mars, 3 Oct 2022 & 31 Jan 2023 ( 27 Aug 2022 - 1 Mar 2023 )
KEY: creativity connects to activation
You find that all sorts of imaginative possibilities inspire your life. If your career includes a planning role, you
are at the top of your game. Support your spiritual aspirations by recognizing and honoring intuitive or psychic
experiences. You receive help, as if from the angels, whenever you set your feet in a new direction.
Interestingly, as your psychic intake increases, you may reduce your intake of food and drink.
Uranus quincunx MidHeaven, 28 Oct 2022 ( 29 Sep 2022 - 21 Nov 2022 )
Intuition tells you when you need to make adjustments in your thinking and activities. Usually you only need
to make small shifts. Occasionally the changes will be more dramatic. Even then, you don't have to change
everything in your life to regain your previous comfort level.
Uranus semi-sextile Jupiter, 15 Nov 2022 ( 21 Oct 2022 - 12 Dec 2022 )
KEY: position put with expansion
Your life can be characterized as being generally lucky. Occasionally, though, you get into a jam. You
optimistically assume that you can get out of whatever you get into.
Neptune semi-square Venus, 9 Feb 2023 ( 31 Dec 2022 - 9 Mar 2023 )
KEY: creativity is contrary to togetherness
You discover that your psychic perceptions clarify when they run through your erotic imagination. This doesn't
make much sense at first, but as you practice, you find that you can separate the erotic feelings from the
psychic information once the messages have come through.
Neptune sextile North Node, 11 Feb 2023 ( 4 Jan 2023 - 11 Mar 2023 )
KEY: creativity networks with invisibility
Associates bring all sorts of ideas to you, and you can use your psychic skills to sort out which of them are
right for you. You don't particularly want to join in group activities, so be picky -- that way you limit contact to
groups that are a close fit with your psychic desires. Do not succumb to the desire to cheat others or deceive
them in any way. Stick to the truth, even if it is less shiny and glamorous.
Neptune semi-square Sun, 13 Feb 2023 ( 7 Jan 2023 - 12 Mar 2023 )
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KEY: creativity is contrary to visibility
Because you internalize your psychic impressions, you may experience dull feelings or weakness in the
physical body. At the same time, though, you are open to mystical interests. You now increase your psychic
ability in direct proportion to your acceptance of psychic energies into your heart.
Neptune quincunx Pluto, 17 Feb 2023 ( 15 Jan 2023 - 16 Mar 2023 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from the unexpected
You need to adjust your focus a bit to get the most out of the psychic perceptions available to you. Generally
you benefit from contemplative practice at home or in a private setting where you can allow your thoughts and
feelings to arise in safety. Progress is made slowly. Honor your own perceptions, whatever they may be, and
don't set time-related goals for development of your psychic talents.
Pluto semi-sextile Ascendant, 8 Mar 2023 & 27 Jun 2023 ( 1 Feb 2023 - 9 Aug 2023 )
KEY: the unexpected put with present visibility
To integrate your secret abilities into your personality, you find you must pay attention in some different way.
This happens because you cannot easily perceive invisible forces so close to your physical body.
You can gain understanding of the psychic flows around you by sinking psychic roots from your body down
into the earth to perceive the nature of your surroundings. Just imagine roots growing from your feet into the
earth, and follow here they take you.
Pluto enters Aquarius, 23 Mar 2023
KEY: humanitarian activities are unexpected
History records a broad range of periods of unusual discovery, radical social and religious change, political
shifts, and psychological investigation when Pluto was in Aquarius. You may not choose to conquer ancient
civilizations or perform hypnosis on stage, but you can discover striking insights through your studies, revise
your personal attitudes, and discover the drama of your inner psyche during this period. You now have about
twenty years to develop your sense of community. In the process, find common psychic ground with your
associates.
You can discover striking insights through your studies, revise your personal attitudes, and discover the drama
of your inner psyche during this period. Don't be surprised if you discover secret abilities that you never
suspected, as this period is likely to shake up just about everybody's concept of the status quo.
Uranus semi-sextile Jupiter, 29 Mar 2023 ( 4 Mar 2023 - 17 Apr 2023 )
KEY: position put with expansion
Your life can be characterized as being generally lucky. Occasionally, though, you get into a jam. You
optimistically assume that you can get out of whatever you get into.
Neptune quincunx Neptune, 10 Apr 2023 ( 14 Mar 2023 - 13 May 2023 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from creativity
MILESTONE: ADJUSTING TO NEW PSYCHIC EMERGENCE
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Now you face demands that you make adjustments in your life. On the one hand, members of your peer group
are going through major changes associated with retirement. Your life partner may have rather different ideas
of what you should do at this stage of your life. On the other hand, you are experiencing the emergence of all
sorts of creative ideas and energy, not the least of which may be renewed sexual interest.
By now your psychic senses are probably tuned up so you can sense what your partner is thinking. We often
see older couples who shop or eat dinner together and say very little. It's not that they have nothing to say.
Rather, they are communicating on subtle levels that other people generally cannot perceive.
This milestone marks a time when infections are possible, or diagnosis of health problems is difficult. Such
adjustments place heavy demands on your physical strength. The paradox is that your spiritual strength has
continued to increase, and you sense of the divine has grown stronger.
Uranus quincunx MidHeaven, 12 Apr 2023 ( 23 Mar 2023 - 30 Apr 2023 )
Intuition tells you when you need to make adjustments in your thinking and activities. Usually you only need
to make small shifts. Occasionally the changes will be more dramatic. Even then, you don't have to change
everything in your life to regain your previous comfort level.
Uranus square Mercury, 13 May 2023 ( 26 Apr 2023 - 31 May 2023 )
KEY: position moves from communication
You take on more than any ordinary person can expect to accomplish. Once in a while you have to stop
everything and get total rest to recuperate. If you pay attention to your internal guidance system, you can rest
before you 'crash'. Spend just a little more time on your projects instead of scattering your energy.
Uranus sextile Uranus, 3 Jun 2023 ( 16 May 2023 - 22 Jun 2023 )
KEY: position networks with position
MILESTONE: ABSTRACT THOUGHT AND LIFE'S OPPORTUNITIES
Around age fourteen, you begin to grasp the nature of abstract thought. You understand higher mathematics
and geometry on a more profound level. Your reasoning is no longer tied to concrete objects, but diverges to
consider symbolic logic and deductive reasoning.
At about age 70, you may have thought you had done all the exotic activities and had all the eccentric thoughts
you needed. Now, however, you may just find you have a bit more fuel in the tank! You see opportunities to
utilize your intuition in new ways, perhaps through mentoring others, or perhaps through a brand new career or
avocation.
Even as late as age 98, opportunities continue to present themselves, and your intuition continues to guide your
life. You are never too old .. Doris 'Granny D' Haddock continued her peace activism at this age. George Burns
was 98 when he made his last movie!
Neptune quincunx Neptune, 27 Sep 2023 ( 20 Aug 2023 - 11 Nov 2023 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from creativity
MILESTONE: ADJUSTING TO NEW PSYCHIC EMERGENCE
Now you face demands that you make adjustments in your life. On the one hand, members of your peer group
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are going through major changes associated with retirement. Your life partner may have rather different ideas
of what you should do at this stage of your life. On the other hand, you are experiencing the emergence of all
sorts of creative ideas and energy, not the least of which may be renewed sexual interest.
By now your psychic senses are probably tuned up so you can sense what your partner is thinking. We often
see older couples who shop or eat dinner together and say very little. It's not that they have nothing to say.
Rather, they are communicating on subtle levels that other people generally cannot perceive.
This milestone marks a time when infections are possible, or diagnosis of health problems is difficult. Such
adjustments place heavy demands on your physical strength. The paradox is that your spiritual strength has
continued to increase, and you sense of the divine has grown stronger.
Uranus sextile Uranus, 2 Dec 2023 ( 7 Nov 2023 - 4 Jan 2024 )
KEY: position networks with position
MILESTONE: ABSTRACT THOUGHT AND LIFE'S OPPORTUNITIES
Around age fourteen, you begin to grasp the nature of abstract thought. You understand higher mathematics
and geometry on a more profound level. Your reasoning is no longer tied to concrete objects, but diverges to
consider symbolic logic and deductive reasoning.
At about age 70, you may have thought you had done all the exotic activities and had all the eccentric thoughts
you needed. Now, however, you may just find you have a bit more fuel in the tank! You see opportunities to
utilize your intuition in new ways, perhaps through mentoring others, or perhaps through a brand new career or
avocation.
Even as late as age 98, opportunities continue to present themselves, and your intuition continues to guide your
life. You are never too old .. Doris 'Granny D' Haddock continued her peace activism at this age. George Burns
was 98 when he made his last movie!
Pluto semi-sextile Ascendant, 11 Jan 2024 ( 8 Dec 2023 - 11 Feb 2024 )
KEY: the unexpected put with present visibility
To integrate your secret abilities into your personality, you find you must pay attention in some different way.
This happens because you cannot easily perceive invisible forces so close to your physical body.
You can gain understanding of the psychic flows around you by sinking psychic roots from your body down
into the earth to perceive the nature of your surroundings. Just imagine roots growing from your feet into the
earth, and follow here they take you.
Uranus square Mercury, 14 Jan 2024 & 8 Feb 2024 ( 6 Dec 2023 - 17 Mar 2024 )
KEY: position moves from communication
You take on more than any ordinary person can expect to accomplish. Once in a while you have to stop
everything and get total rest to recuperate. If you pay attention to your internal guidance system, you can rest
before you 'crash'. Spend just a little more time on your projects instead of scattering your energy.
Neptune quincunx Neptune, 10 Feb 2024 ( 31 Dec 2023 - 9 Mar 2024 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from creativity
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MILESTONE: ADJUSTING TO NEW PSYCHIC EMERGENCE
Now you face demands that you make adjustments in your life. On the one hand, members of your peer group
are going through major changes associated with retirement. Your life partner may have rather different ideas
of what you should do at this stage of your life. On the other hand, you are experiencing the emergence of all
sorts of creative ideas and energy, not the least of which may be renewed sexual interest.
By now your psychic senses are probably tuned up so you can sense what your partner is thinking. We often
see older couples who shop or eat dinner together and say very little. It's not that they have nothing to say.
Rather, they are communicating on subtle levels that other people generally cannot perceive.
This milestone marks a time when infections are possible, or diagnosis of health problems is difficult. Such
adjustments place heavy demands on your physical strength. The paradox is that your spiritual strength has
continued to increase, and you sense of the divine has grown stronger.
Uranus sextile Uranus, 21 Mar 2024 ( 19 Feb 2024 - 11 Apr 2024 )
KEY: position networks with position
MILESTONE: ABSTRACT THOUGHT AND LIFE'S OPPORTUNITIES
Around age fourteen, you begin to grasp the nature of abstract thought. You understand higher mathematics
and geometry on a more profound level. Your reasoning is no longer tied to concrete objects, but diverges to
consider symbolic logic and deductive reasoning.
At about age 70, you may have thought you had done all the exotic activities and had all the eccentric thoughts
you needed. Now, however, you may just find you have a bit more fuel in the tank! You see opportunities to
utilize your intuition in new ways, perhaps through mentoring others, or perhaps through a brand new career or
avocation.
Even as late as age 98, opportunities continue to present themselves, and your intuition continues to guide your
life. You are never too old .. Doris 'Granny D' Haddock continued her peace activism at this age. George Burns
was 98 when he made his last movie!
Uranus opposition Mars, 21 May 2024 ( 4 May 2024 - 8 Jun 2024 )
KEY: position opposes activation
Conditions exist for accidents and injury. Early in life, you have a hard time avoiding these situations.
Developing intuition helps, as you learn to foresee the difficulties. You may not know exactly what lies ahead,
but you are alert to messages that guide you to take a different direction.
Uranus trine North Node, 27 May 2024 ( 10 May 2024 - 14 Jun 2024 )
KEY: position connects to invisibility
You find that new people suddenly arrive in your life, but astonishingly, you have anticipated the arrival of a
new face on the scene. It becomes harder and harder for other people to spring surprises on you because you
are so in tune with their thoughts and actions.
Uranus square Pluto, 31 May 2024 ( 14 May 2024 - 19 Jun 2024 )
KEY: position moves from the unexpected
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You tend to become impatient with other people, especially when they don't see the path to the future the same
way you do. You get off track and scatter your energy, nullifying positive results of your efforts. Take at least
one deep breath before you act on an intuitive impulse.
Neptune square Ascendant, 2 Jun 2024 & 1 Aug 2024 ( 23 Apr 2024 - 14 Sep 2024 )
KEY: creativity moves from present visibility
You sometimes experience severe disappointments through the actions of others, or through your own actions
if you allow others too much influence in your life. Whether intentional or not, interactions with other people
have the potential for betrayal. Occasionally you feel betrayed when no such act occurred. The accompanying
confusion and distress require time to rest, recoup your physical and emotional energy, and wait for greater
clarity.
Uranus quincunx Neptune, 8 Jul 2024 ( 17 Jun 2024 - 11 Aug 2024 )
KEY: position is isolated from creativity
You are susceptible to drugs and alcohol. Any chemical in your system can cause weird thoughts, and can
warp your intuitive insight. Less is definitely better if you want your intuition to come through loud and clear.
Pluto semi-sextile Ascendant, 28 Sep 2024 & 24 Oct 2024 ( 31 Jul 2024 - 18 Dec 2024 )
KEY: the unexpected put with present visibility
To integrate your secret abilities into your personality, you find you must pay attention in some different way.
This happens because you cannot easily perceive invisible forces so close to your physical body.
You can gain understanding of the psychic flows around you by sinking psychic roots from your body down
into the earth to perceive the nature of your surroundings. Just imagine roots growing from your feet into the
earth, and follow here they take you.
Uranus quincunx Neptune, 27 Oct 2024 ( 23 Sep 2024 - 21 Nov 2024 )
KEY: position is isolated from creativity
You are susceptible to drugs and alcohol. Any chemical in your system can cause weird thoughts, and can
warp your intuitive insight. Less is definitely better if you want your intuition to come through loud and clear.
Uranus square Pluto, 14 Dec 2024 & 17 Mar 2025 ( 19 Nov 2024 - 9 Apr 2025 )
KEY: position moves from the unexpected
You tend to become impatient with other people, especially when they don't see the path to the future the same
way you do. You get off track and scatter your energy, nullifying positive results of your efforts. Take at least
one deep breath before you act on an intuitive impulse.
Uranus trine North Node, 21 Dec 2024 & 10 Mar 2025 ( 24 Nov 2024 - 4 Apr 2025 )
KEY: position connects to invisibility
You find that new people suddenly arrive in your life, but astonishingly, you have anticipated the arrival of a
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new face on the scene. It becomes harder and harder for other people to spring surprises on you because you
are so in tune with their thoughts and actions.
Uranus opposition Mars, 3 Jan 2025 & 26 Feb 2025 ( 3 Dec 2024 - 27 Mar 2025 )
KEY: position opposes activation
Conditions exist for accidents and injury. Early in life, you have a hard time avoiding these situations.
Developing intuition helps, as you learn to foresee the difficulties. You may not know exactly what lies ahead,
but you are alert to messages that guide you to take a different direction.
Neptune square Ascendant, 22 Mar 2025 ( 23 Feb 2025 - 18 Apr 2025 )
KEY: creativity moves from present visibility
You sometimes experience severe disappointments through the actions of others, or through your own actions
if you allow others too much influence in your life. Whether intentional or not, interactions with other people
have the potential for betrayal. Occasionally you feel betrayed when no such act occurred. The accompanying
confusion and distress require time to rest, recoup your physical and emotional energy, and wait for greater
clarity.
Neptune enters Aries, 30 Mar 2025
KEY: birth is being contrary
Looking back through history, you would see pioneering change and high drama in political and religious
venues when Neptune was in Aries. While your divine energy may not lead you to an acting career or a life of
reformation, during this period you may find inspiration in your dreams and emotional fuel to drive your
efforts. Psychic powers you can effectively strengthen now include intuition and skillful application of
personal will as new talents emerge.
Uranus quincunx Neptune, 26 Apr 2025 ( 7 Apr 2025 - 13 May 2025 )
KEY: position is isolated from creativity
You are susceptible to drugs and alcohol. Any chemical in your system can cause weird thoughts, and can
warp your intuitive insight. Less is definitely better if you want your intuition to come through loud and clear.
Uranus quincunx Ascendant, 30 Jun 2025 ( 11 Jun 2025 - 24 Jul 2025 )
KEY: position is isolated from present visibility
Adjustments are necessary because of accidents or injuries. You are suddenly thrown into another state of mind
if this happens. If your intuition is well developed, it may intervene to help you avoid accidents. You
intuitively know the right thing to do to help an injured person.
Uranus enters Gemini, 7 Jul 2025
KEY: thoughts are changed a notch
Restlessness can keep you from successful completion of tasks. Intuition may come in starts and stops, but
when it comes, it has the crystal clear tone of a trained voice. Either you are quick to grasp the significance of
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new information, or you seem to drag your feet in coming to decisions. Some of your desires don't suit your
situation. You convince others of your ideas through well-formulated verbal arguments.
Neptune square Ascendant, 6 Nov 2025 & 26 Jan 2026 ( 26 Sep 2025 - 18 Feb 2026 )
KEY: creativity moves from present visibility
You sometimes experience severe disappointments through the actions of others, or through your own actions
if you allow others too much influence in your life. Whether intentional or not, interactions with other people
have the potential for betrayal. Occasionally you feel betrayed when no such act occurred. The accompanying
confusion and distress require time to rest, recoup your physical and emotional energy, and wait for greater
clarity.
Uranus quincunx Ascendant, 15 Nov 2025 ( 20 Oct 2025 - 10 Dec 2025 )
KEY: position is isolated from present visibility
Adjustments are necessary because of accidents or injuries. You are suddenly thrown into another state of mind
if this happens. If your intuition is well developed, it may intervene to help you avoid accidents. You
intuitively know the right thing to do to help an injured person.
Pluto sextile Moon, 31 Mar 2026 & 12 Jun 2026 ( 17 Feb 2026 - 30 Jul 2026 )
KEY: the unexpected networks with present invisibility
You can soft-pedal your own strength and emotions if you choose, thereby allowing your extrasensory talents
to provide valuable information. Learn to apply just the right amount of pressure in every situation so as not to
waste your energy. In fact, your self-confidence increases as you learn to only apply as much effort as
necessary. As you develop your psychic and other talents, you also learn to use appropriate tools for each task.
You may discover an uncanny ability for divination using wine, especially spilled wine. Like many divination
methods, this one provides a tangible sign in which you can read the present or future.
Uranus quincunx Ascendant, 20 Apr 2026 ( 30 Mar 2026 - 8 May 2026 )
KEY: position is isolated from present visibility
Adjustments are necessary because of accidents or injuries. You are suddenly thrown into another state of mind
if this happens. If your intuition is well developed, it may intervene to help you avoid accidents. You
intuitively know the right thing to do to help an injured person.
Neptune semi-square Mercury, 6 Jun 2026 & 7 Aug 2026 ( 27 Apr 2026 - 20 Sep 2026 )
KEY: creativity is contrary to communication
Psychic messages flow through a channel from your subconscious. You find that you sense psychic energies in
your body, and your senses may be on alert. Listen during meditation for your heart song - the voice of your
angels or spirit guides. The messages can come through visual images, physical feelings, or subtle sounds.
Uranus enters 6th House, 29 Jul 2026
KEY: stewardship is changed a notch
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Your strong urge to reform your own life, and even the world, leads you to study new subjects. If your intuition
takes you in a new career direction, you throw yourself into studying every detail you can get your hands on.
You explore nuances of the field at the same time you are learning the basics, but this works well, as it
stimulates your intuition even further.
Uranus opposition Moon, 7 Aug 2026 & 14 Oct 2026 ( 11 Jul 2026 - 12 Nov 2026 )
KEY: position opposes present invisibility
Your ambition allows you to see far into the future, and it also provides a broad perspective. You leave no
stone unturned along your path to success. Your psychic potential should be developed for two reasons: it can
be a detriment if you don't understand it, and it can be a blessing when you do.
Uranus semi-square Uranus, 11 Aug 2026 & 10 Oct 2026 ( 13 Jul 2026 - 10 Nov 2026 )
KEY: position is contrary to position
MILESTONE: CLARIFYING MIND, INTUITION, AND SPIRIT
At around age ten, life is often stressful, as you are moving from childhood toward becoming a young adult.
You are growing very fast, and your mind is expanding into all sorts of new territory. One of the things you
learn to do is forecast outcomes of your actions. At this time you develop an internal sense of what to do. You
begin to make decisions based on what 'feels right' to you, regardless of what you think your parents might say.
Your internal urges appear to others as obstinacy and rebellion. You are easily excited. You desire change,
sometimes for the sake of change itself and no other reason. You experience moods due to changes in
glandular function.
This milestone occurs in the midst of the period during which the conscious ego is being built and
strengthened. Also the development of active self-expression occurs here. Intuition, although not consciously
cultivated, becomes an active part of problem-solving strategies.
At ABOUT AGE 74, Life's dharma has been resolved to a great degree. A new sense of fulfillment results,
along with a sense of wholeness. You can become a teacher or mentor for younger people. There is a sense of
summing up your life and work. The focus is deeply internal and may cause some stress. It is appropriate to
think about the end of life and preparation for the afterlife, although you may not be all that close to the actual
end.
Your internal urges appear to others as obstinacy and rebellion. You are easily excited. You desire change,
sometimes for the sake of change itself and no other reason. You experience moods due to changes in
glandular function.
If you are among the few people who reach this milestone around age 94, you may explore your vision of life
after death. You may find that you perceive the path extending before you, long after the death of your physical
body, into the next phase of your existence. You may be aware of angels or loved ones who patiently wait to
greet you when you do transition. You may also have plans for activities in this lifetime that you still want to
accomplish. Either way, you sense the future as part of your life's rhythm. Phyllis Turner graduated with a
Master's degree in medical science at age 94. Mae Laborde began her acting career at this age.
Pluto sextile Moon, 28 Jan 2027 ( 27 Dec 2026 - 3 Mar 2027 )
KEY: the unexpected networks with present invisibility
You can soft-pedal your own strength and emotions if you choose, thereby allowing your extrasensory talents
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to provide valuable information. Learn to apply just the right amount of pressure in every situation so as not to
waste your energy. In fact, your self-confidence increases as you learn to only apply as much effort as
necessary. As you develop your psychic and other talents, you also learn to use appropriate tools for each task.
You may discover an uncanny ability for divination using wine, especially spilled wine. Like many divination
methods, this one provides a tangible sign in which you can read the present or future.
Pluto quintile Mars, 9 Feb 2027 ( 8 Jan 2027 - 17 Mar 2027 )
KEY: the unexpected is isolated from activation
Your creativity is limited only by the extent of your imagination, will, and power. As you learn to focus your
imaginative will, you reduce the wasteful expenditure of power.
Several healing methods involve the laying on of hands, or the channeling of psychic energy through the hands
when they are held close to the body. In some cases pressure is applied to stimulate energy flow from the
healer to the recipient.
Neptune semi-square Mercury, 26 Mar 2027 ( 27 Feb 2027 - 23 Apr 2027 )
KEY: creativity is contrary to communication
Psychic messages flow through a channel from your subconscious. You find that you sense psychic energies in
your body, and your senses may be on alert. Listen during meditation for your heart song - the voice of your
angels or spirit guides. The messages can come through visual images, physical feelings, or subtle sounds.
Neptune quintile Jupiter, 9 Apr 2027 ( 13 Mar 2027 - 8 May 2027 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from expansion
Bring your personal power to the task of directing psychic energy into creative activities. Heightened psychic
awareness will liven up your imagination, making story telling a richer experience. Any artistic activity
benefits from a surge of creativity.
Neptune trine Moon, 24 Apr 2027 ( 28 Mar 2027 - 30 May 2027 )
KEY: creativity connects to present invisibility
Heightened sensitivity creates a tendency to allow others to influence you. There is no good time to lazily
allow life to be in charge of you - you need to gain control over your life. One sure thing, the more you
understand and use your extrasensory powers, the sooner you will see difficulties coming so you can head
them off. Expect your feelings to flow more openly now.
Uranus opposition Moon, 17 May 2027 ( 30 Apr 2027 - 3 Jun 2027 )
KEY: position opposes present invisibility
Your ambition allows you to see far into the future, and it also provides a broad perspective. You leave no
stone unturned along your path to success. Your psychic potential should be developed for two reasons: it can
be a detriment if you don't understand it, and it can be a blessing when you do.
Neptune quintile North Node, 18 May 2027 & 2 Sep 2027 ( 16 Apr 2027 - 9 Oct 2027 )
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KEY: creativity is isolated from invisibility
Team effort may not be your thing. You thrive on developing and pushing your own creative agendas. Your
psychic talents fit into a package with a ll your other abilities to provide all the skills you need. Therefore you
will want to pursue your psychic talents by studying the mechanics involved, meditating, and focusing your
mind.
Uranus semi-square Uranus, 19 May 2027 ( 2 May 2027 - 5 Jun 2027 )
KEY: position is contrary to position
MILESTONE: CLARIFYING MIND, INTUITION, AND SPIRIT
At around age ten, life is often stressful, as you are moving from childhood toward becoming a young adult.
You are growing very fast, and your mind is expanding into all sorts of new territory. One of the things you
learn to do is forecast outcomes of your actions. At this time you develop an internal sense of what to do. You
begin to make decisions based on what 'feels right' to you, regardless of what you think your parents might say.
Your internal urges appear to others as obstinacy and rebellion. You are easily excited. You desire change,
sometimes for the sake of change itself and no other reason. You experience moods due to changes in
glandular function.
This milestone occurs in the midst of the period during which the conscious ego is being built and
strengthened. Also the development of active self-expression occurs here. Intuition, although not consciously
cultivated, becomes an active part of problem-solving strategies.
At ABOUT AGE 74, Life's dharma has been resolved to a great degree. A new sense of fulfillment results,
along with a sense of wholeness. You can become a teacher or mentor for younger people. There is a sense of
summing up your life and work. The focus is deeply internal and may cause some stress. It is appropriate to
think about the end of life and preparation for the afterlife, although you may not be all that close to the actual
end.
Your internal urges appear to others as obstinacy and rebellion. You are easily excited. You desire change,
sometimes for the sake of change itself and no other reason. You experience moods due to changes in
glandular function.
If you are among the few people who reach this milestone around age 94, you may explore your vision of life
after death. You may find that you perceive the path extending before you, long after the death of your physical
body, into the next phase of your existence. You may be aware of angels or loved ones who patiently wait to
greet you when you do transition. You may also have plans for activities in this lifetime that you still want to
accomplish. Either way, you sense the future as part of your life's rhythm. Phyllis Turner graduated with a
Master's degree in medical science at age 94. Mae Laborde began her acting career at this age.
Uranus trine Venus, 25 Jul 2027 ( 3 Jul 2027 - 31 Aug 2027 )
KEY: position connects to togetherness
You relax into romance. Oh, you can be aroused, no doubt about it. All your physical tension is focused on the
moment. You are particular about your partners and you make the effort to create a relationship that works
both ways.
Uranus trine Sun, 28 Jul 2027 & 3 Nov 2027 ( 6 Jul 2027 - 28 Nov 2027 )
KEY: position connects to visibility
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You move to a new home, change jobs, or experience other changes that turn out to be major improvements,
although at the time they feel abrupt and challenging. Inner tension is a near constant.
Uranus quincunx Saturn, 30 Jul 2027 & 2 Nov 2027 ( 7 Jul 2027 - 27 Nov 2027 )
KEY: position is isolated from alignment
You deal with whatever comes at you through sheer determination. However, you are not very flexible, and
that is what is needed to adjust to circumstances. You benefit from focusing on other aspects in your chart
during this cycle.
Pluto quintile Mars, 14 Aug 2027 & 17 Dec 2027 ( 1 Jul 2027 - 20 Jan 2028 )
KEY: the unexpected is isolated from activation
Your creativity is limited only by the extent of your imagination, will, and power. As you learn to focus your
imaginative will, you reduce the wasteful expenditure of power.
Several healing methods involve the laying on of hands, or the channeling of psychic energy through the hands
when they are held close to the body. In some cases pressure is applied to stimulate energy flow from the
healer to the recipient.
Pluto sextile Moon, 1 Sep 2027 & 1 Dec 2027 ( 18 Jul 2027 - 9 Jan 2028 )
KEY: the unexpected networks with present invisibility
You can soft-pedal your own strength and emotions if you choose, thereby allowing your extrasensory talents
to provide valuable information. Learn to apply just the right amount of pressure in every situation so as not to
waste your energy. In fact, your self-confidence increases as you learn to only apply as much effort as
necessary. As you develop your psychic and other talents, you also learn to use appropriate tools for each task.
You may discover an uncanny ability for divination using wine, especially spilled wine. Like many divination
methods, this one provides a tangible sign in which you can read the present or future.
Neptune trine Moon, 29 Sep 2027 ( 20 Aug 2027 - 9 Nov 2027 )
KEY: creativity connects to present invisibility
Heightened sensitivity creates a tendency to allow others to influence you. There is no good time to lazily
allow life to be in charge of you - you need to gain control over your life. One sure thing, the more you
understand and use your extrasensory powers, the sooner you will see difficulties coming so you can head
them off. Expect your feelings to flow more openly now.
Neptune quintile Jupiter, 20 Oct 2027 & 7 Feb 2028 ( 13 Sep 2027 - 8 Mar 2028 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from expansion
Bring your personal power to the task of directing psychic energy into creative activities. Heightened psychic
awareness will liven up your imagination, making story telling a richer experience. Any artistic activity
benefits from a surge of creativity.
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Uranus trine Venus, 7 Nov 2027 ( 30 Sep 2027 - 2 Dec 2027 )
KEY: position connects to togetherness
You relax into romance. Oh, you can be aroused, no doubt about it. All your physical tension is focused on the
moment. You are particular about your partners and you make the effort to create a relationship that works
both ways.
Neptune semi-square Mercury, 12 Nov 2027 & 16 Jan 2028 ( 1 Oct 2027 - 23 Feb 2028 )
KEY: creativity is contrary to communication
Psychic messages flow through a channel from your subconscious. You find that you sense psychic energies in
your body, and your senses may be on alert. Listen during meditation for your heart song - the voice of your
angels or spirit guides. The messages can come through visual images, physical feelings, or subtle sounds.
Neptune trine Moon, 25 Feb 2028 ( 19 Jan 2028 - 23 Mar 2028 )
KEY: creativity connects to present invisibility
Heightened sensitivity creates a tendency to allow others to influence you. There is no good time to lazily
allow life to be in charge of you - you need to gain control over your life. One sure thing, the more you
understand and use your extrasensory powers, the sooner you will see difficulties coming so you can head
them off. Expect your feelings to flow more openly now.
Neptune quintile North Node, 16 Mar 2028 ( 16 Feb 2028 - 11 Apr 2028 )
KEY: creativity is isolated from invisibility
Team effort may not be your thing. You thrive on developing and pushing your own creative agendas. Your
psychic talents fit into a package with a ll your other abilities to provide all the skills you need. Therefore you
will want to pursue your psychic talents by studying the mechanics involved, meditating, and focusing your
mind.
Uranus trine Venus, 10 May 2028 ( 22 Apr 2028 - 27 May 2028 )
KEY: position connects to togetherness
You relax into romance. Oh, you can be aroused, no doubt about it. All your physical tension is focused on the
moment. You are particular about your partners and you make the effort to create a relationship that works
both ways.
Uranus trine Sun, 13 May 2028 ( 24 Apr 2028 - 30 May 2028 )
KEY: position connects to visibility
You move to a new home, change jobs, or experience other changes that turn out to be major improvements,
although at the time they feel abrupt and challenging. Inner tension is a near constant.
Uranus quincunx Saturn, 13 May 2028 ( 25 Apr 2028 - 31 May 2028 )
KEY: position is isolated from alignment
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You deal with whatever comes at you through sheer determination. However, you are not very flexible, and
that is what is needed to adjust to circumstances. You benefit from focusing on other aspects in your chart
during this cycle.
Neptune sextile Venus, 28 Jun 2028 & 22 Jul 2028 ( 8 May 2028 - 16 Sep 2028 )
KEY: creativity networks with togetherness
Erotic relationships can stimulate your psychic talents and heighten your mystical awareness big time. You
will find that longer-term physical relationships work better because you develop trust and more willingly
surrender to the physical passion, opening yourself to spiritual and psychic vibrations more fully. One-night
stands just don't provide the depth of intimacy required. Relish the physical passion, and cultivate the spiritual
values with your partner.
Uranus quintile Pluto, 7 Jul 2028 ( 19 Jun 2028 - 29 Jul 2028 )
KEY: position is isolated from the unexpected
Intuitive twists provide the catalyst for transformation in your work. In fact, your work takes on an almost
revolutionary feel. You are able to manifest a product or service that has been bubbling away on the back
burner for a while.
Uranus quintile Pluto, 5 Dec 2028 ( 10 Nov 2028 - 30 Dec 2028 )
KEY: position is isolated from the unexpected
Intuitive twists provide the catalyst for transformation in your work. In fact, your work takes on an almost
revolutionary feel. You are able to manifest a product or service that has been bubbling away on the back
burner for a while.
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